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e As Day of Action approaches, rise is only worth 0.05°/o

Grants rise by 3. 75%
by Jeff Sinton
The Secretary of State for Education and Science, Mr Kenneth
Baker and the Scottish Secretary,
Malcolm Ri~ind have this week
announced a 3. 75 per cent increase
in the student grant for the next
academic year. This is just 0.05
above the rate of inflation
announced in December 1986.
Further , the rate of inflation is
forecast to rise to 3.75 per cent by
next autumn meaning that next
year's grant will be worth exactly
the same, in real terms , as this
year's
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Mr Baker , speaking at Salford
University , is reported to have
said that he did not think that students would be too disappointed
with the increase , and that a new
grants scheme was needed, which
might include a loans scheme. The
system apparently most favou red
by the Government is a mixed
grants and loans scheme.
However, this increase of zero
in real te rm s in student grants
clashes with the recommendation
of th e Conservative-dominated
House of Commons Education
Select Committee , who proposed
a 14 per cent increase in the level
of student grants , to bring the
grant into line with its 1979 value.
and the real level of student costs.

8-9 What's On
- What's on " R ave Up"
tickets competition
- Aids Lectures
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The increase in grants. has been
condemned both by EUSA President , Ms. Cathy Presland, and by
the President of the National
Union of Students (NUS) Scotland , Ms. Pauline McNeil , who
both described the increase as
inadequate.

- Escogriffes
-War Music
- William Carse
- The Busker

Ms. McNeil said she was outraged by Mr Baker's stateme nt
that students would not be too disappointed with the increase especially given the Select Com mittee's repo rt. She said that NUS
has calcul ated that th e grants
would need to be increased by at
Continued on Page 3.

12 Film

The Busker by James Kelman, currently showing at the Traverse , (reviewed on Page 10) ably
demonstrates how students will be supplementing their grants next year . Where will you be on Feb.
12th?

Debates 'flushed' by success New 'Ents' at KB
by Angela Stuart
C Edin.burgh University Debates
0 mm1ttee is now the proud
~hwner of a wooden lavatory seat,
S e illustrious first prize at the
cott1sh Maiden Speakers' competition , held recently at Aberdeen University.
k The competition , affectionately
nown as the " Bogwall" on
accoUnt of the usual trophy, which
'
w
d ~ b_roken last year, is the first
si~ at~ng prize won by the Univert Y Smee it took the "Bogwall"
our Years ago.
fo Two Edinburgh teams qualified
agr !his year's final and competed
Abtnst teams from tJlasgow,
Bcterdee n and Strathcl~de . Both
tnburg~ teams got through the

qualifying debate on the motion
" Public figures should have private lives", but Mark Simpson ·
and David Stenhouse were the
winning team in the final debate
on the motion "This House would
rebuild Hadrian's Wall " .
Commenting on his team's success, Mark Simpson praised the
performance of the Edinburgh
University contingent, which
included Greg Gust and Gerry
Corrish, and added: "It's nice to
win something for a change."
1
· Debates Convener Jane Rogerson commented that, "after a
three-year absence the Bogwall
Trophy deservedly returned to
Edinburgh", and she hoped the
win would "set the tone for future
successes".

by Miranda Chitty
Aspiring King's Buildings musicians are now playing live to audiences of around 200 in the King's
Buildings Union bar each Thursday lunchtime.
-The performances, begun this
term , result from KB students'
demands for more on-campus
entertainments and KB student
musicians' willingness to provide
them . The artists are paid £10-£15
per hour , depending on the size of
the group, whilst gaining experience in playing to a live audience .
Student music has been encouraged at KB since the students
voted to close down EUSA Union
Shop and decided to use the space
provided to creat.e a music prac-

tice room. As Entertainments
Convener Tom Barker puts it :
"They can come in at weekends
and make as much noise as they ·
like." He continues: " It had at one
time be~n proposed to install a
jacuzzi in the area, but in view of
the popularity the rehearsal room
enjoys , this plan seems unlikely to
go ahead."
Forthcoming
performances
include those of classical guitarist
Douglas
Anderson ,
playing
today , and jazz improvisationalist
Mr Davidson who will play four
instruments and introduce a talking parrot next Thursday.
Tom Barker stresses that any
Edinburgh University student can
apply for a Thursday lunchtime
spot and that a PA system is available free of charge if required.
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Dundee protest defeats closure
by Ian Robertson
attended by approximately one- emphasised genuine grievances.
Although the proposal was
Dundee University Senate has third of all Dundee students .
defeated, it looks as though
rejected a plan to close Dundee's
~cott Brown , who led the ca mModern Language Department by paign along with a fellow SRC further alternative cutbacks will
12 votes to 11. This follows mass Rep, put the Senate decision .have to be made . A university
protests attended by around one- down both to a high level of stu· statement fo llowing the university
third of Dundee University stu· dent involvement and "effective Court's decision sa id that Dundee
dents and an unsuccessful, though lobbying". He stated that the pro· University "must take radical
highly publicised, legal action test had received "positive med ia steps to avoid an account deficit of
against the university by the stu· coverage", as the campaign had £3). million by 1990", which
dents.
If the proposals had been suc·
cessful the faculty would have
been "run down " to closure by
EUSA
Welfare
Convener
1991. Critics of the closure cited
the effect this would have had on Daniella Gard has opposed an
the atmosphere at Dundee, leav- SRC motion condemning the clo·
ing st udents with the feeling ol sure of Dundee University's Mod·
being part of a second-rate fnstitu· ern Languages Department, and
has suggested that the closure may
tion.
This led to a first year student be beneficial.
Speaking at a meeting of the
ta king the university to court for
breach of her "contract of educa- SRC Executive held on 26th
tion " in an attempt to stop the clo- January , Ms Gard opposed a
sure. In his decision , the Sheriff motion calling on the Students'
held that a court could not stop a Representative Council to take
unive rsity from taking acti on in action to support the Dundee stuaccordance with its constitutio n , dents' campaign against the clo- .
however , there might be a right of sure. This action would include
action for damages should her writing to the Dundee University
Court asking them to reject the Guarding against education
course be affected.
motion , argued that modern lanSeveral protest meetings were proposal, and writing to the Dunheld. These involved delaying a dee Students' Association indicatguages departments should be
ing
EUSA's
support
for
their
camSenate meeting, releasing 200 bal·
judged on their merits, and that
loons and culminated in a half day paign.
was reasonable that other lanMs Gard , the only member of guages departments might benefit
strike on Monday morning and a
demonstration
which
was the Executive to oppose the
from this closure.

Convener for closure

US Consul-General speaks to Tories

Justifying Star Wars
by lain Robertson
In a speech to the Uninrsity
Conservative Society the US Consul General, Douglas H. Jones,
attempted what some would call
the impossible - justification of
the Strategic Defence Initiative.
was not a
Strategic Defence
new concept according to Mr
Jones and th e basic research had
been going on before Ronald
Reagan's "Star Wars speech .. in
1983. The idea had been cvalutated in the 1960s but the tcchnol·
ogy was not sufficiently advanced
then to make the idea workable .
Mr Jones conceded that even
today the problems facing Star
Wars were immense. However ,
he argued that with a proposed
expenditure of $26 billion over.
five years. the biggest resea rch
proj ect in history , it would he '"unwise to believe nothing would
come of it " .
Outlining the basic operation of
the system , the Consul-General
said th ere were two basic areas of
weapons research - laser and
kinetic energy projectiles (better
known as "smart rocks;'.
There will also need to be
research to distinguish warheads
from decoys (''vital to cost effectiveness"), satell ite survivability
features, and the central but
extremely difficult area of sophisticated yet testable computer
Douglas Jones: serving up defence
hardware and software.
According to Mr Jones, "talk of a shift from offensive to defencedummy shi elds, nuclear umbrel- based expenditure.
las, Maginot Lines in space, etc.,
It was also argued that Russia
arc misleading. whatever the presently had a "first-strike"
source
including Ronald capability. That is , they are able
Reaga n''.
to destroy the vast majority of
Most experts agree that American missiles before they are
destroying all the hundreds of launched , thus leaving America
missiles firecl at the United States· incapable of deterring a Russian
would be at best, unlikely, attack.
and at worst a potenti ally
A speaker from the floor
devastating attack
suggested that "the idea of a 'sucThe Consul-ueneral suggested cessful' first strike was not valid".
that Star Wars would allow the The questioner suggested thai
United States to "evaluate new there was no such thing as a wino·
strategic concepts", for example, able nuclear war, citing the wide-

would arise at the present level of
spending.
Speaking to Student, Scott
Brown said he "expects the university to come up with something
radically stupid". Dundee Uni·
versity Students' Association
President Murray Watt also criti·
cised university planning, saying
that it was "very haphazard",
anmd there was no "consultation
or consideration".
However, it was pointed out
that the university is operating
under considerable financial limitations . Scott Brown added :
"Every time the University
Grants Committee comes up with
a cut we chop of an arm and all the
UGC does is come back for
more ."
Throughout the affair the Principal, Professor Adam Neville,
has come under consistent attack
from Dundee student representa·
tives . It was suggested that the
"university administration shou ld
stand up for students in the fight
for resources".
Although Edinburgh is seen by
many as occupying a relatively
privileged position , it is not
immune to cutbacks. The Law
Faculty, for example, has been
forced to stop employing external
tutors and tutorials may be made
fortnightly as opposed to weekly.

Heath and
Jenkins
•

In

Oxford
vote race

Photo: Richard Colversso11
spread effects of Chernobyl, and
suggested that the massive
amount of radioactive isotopes
released by the huge number of
missiles needed for a "successful "
first strike would mean self.
assured destructi on for the
aggressor .
Mr Jones agreed, quoting Caspar Weinberger, the US Defence
Secretary, as saying that neither
side could expect to "win". However, he still felt that first strike
was a. valid concept of strategic
analysis and Star Wars a potential
way of countering such an attack .

by Gillian Drummond
Former Conservative Prime
Minister Edwa rd Heat h and founder me mber of the Social Dcmoc·
ratic Party, Roy Jenkins arc to ·
sta nd for chancellorship of
Oxford University.
E lections for the post follow the
death last month of the Earl of
Stockton . who was chancellor for
over twenty-six years, but as ct
on ly three candidates have agreed
to stand. Health and Jenkins join
one of Britain's most distin·
guished hi storians, Lord Blake , in·
the running.
It seems possible that Lord
Blake's excellent academic qual·
ities may override the two politi·
ciaos. One academic believed that
dons would favour a "middling"
academic candidate, after the
political embarrassment two years
ago following the university 's
rejection of Marga ret Thatcher
for an honorary degree.
The successful candidate will
have few duties to perform, as the
role mainly involves attending
university functions and the hon·
orary degree ceremony which
takes place each June .
The election will take place in
March. which still leaves time for
more candidates to stand . On e
name which has been linked to
candidacy is the ex-Prime Minister James Callaghan's. He is an
honorary Oxford MA, but his new
position as president of University
College , Swansea, may well pre·
vent htm trom standing.
Also mentioned has been Lord
Carrington , secretary-General of
NATO. Those back.ing him are,
however, having difficulty in contracting him as a result of tele·
phone problems resulting from
the British Telecom engineers
strike.

Banned film
on Zirconshowing
A video of the banned
episode of the BBC's Secret
Society series concerning the
secret Zircon spy satellite is
to be shown in the Edinburgh
Central Library at 7.30 pm
and 8.15 pm tonight. The
episode was part of the material taken by the Special
Branch from the BBC's Glas.
gow offices at the weekend.
Its public showing has been
organised by Edinburgh District Council. It is understood
that there will also be an
"overflow showing in the
Lothian Regional Council
Chamber.

Alternative
views wanted
The co-editor of EUSA's
Alternative Prospectus (AP)
on Edinburgh University
courses, Abigail Clarke, has
issued a request for students
to contribute short critiques
on their courses, of one to
two hundred words . The AP
is intended as a guide to new
students and those choosing
outside courses, providing a
frank student's eye-view.
Anyone interested in con·
tributing should pick up a set
of simple guidelines from the
EUSA offices.

Enterprising
graduates
Ministers and academics
have been discussing how
graduates could be encour·
aged to set up their own
businesses and take risks in
the industrial field.
II is felt that innovative
graduates are needed in
industry, particularly in
small and
medium-sized
businesses, but are at present
not forthcoming in app_lying
for these jobs.
Proposed ideas included
company-university
links,
where graduates are "plugged
into" small businesses. It was
said of the meeting that there
was no shortage of good ideas,
but a shortage of Government
funds needed to put them into
effect.

Quiz team
selected
The Edinburgh team for
the Standard Life Quiz con·
test between all but one Scot·
tish university has. b~~
selected . The University ter
be represented by p~ttt·
McCormack, 23, a law
20
dent· Cheow-Lay Wee, '
'
R 0 gerson.
history ; and Jane
EV
21 a law student and
D~bates Committee con·
vener.
.
ceive
The winners will re rize
£100 each and a £1,00o P'flte
for their students' untOFB<lin·
"celebrity" me~ber 0 J'leil
burgh's team 1s ProfLall'·
MacCorrnick, Dean of

Chinese whisper of rough justice
J\iiranda Chitty and
bY
Graeme w·1
I son
owen Kelly, one of three Edin~
gh University students who
bur ived unclassified degrees in
rece
. c1·.
h
Chinese last year, 1s
a1mmg t e
r grades were a result of the
':uced teaching hours experir ed by the degree candidates in
.
enc
H"
th ir final year. is comp1amts
et week received substantial pub.
Ias
Hcity in the nationa1 press.
Teaching ho urs were reduced
by a third d uring the year-long
controversy concerning John
Scott a Chi nese D e partment lecturer' who was involved in a ·
number of in<:idents which led to
his being twice suspended and
finally dismissed by the University .
Mr Scott was initially sus- ·
pended in September 1985 for
being abusive over the phone to a
member of the Chinese Embassy,
and for an incident involving the
Secretary of the Chinese Department.
He was reinstated after winning
an appeal in 'December, but was
again suspended after the University received a written complaint
from an American business·man
concerning Mr Scott's aggressive
behaviour at a party held in the
Chinese Department the following February.
.
The University tried to make
amends for lost teaching time by
paying for a lecturer to be flown
from London to teach one day a
week . They offered the six final
year students two o ptions: either
receive
unclassified
honours
degrees , or take an extra six

·
cumstances encountered last year
were "pretty rare" , and that the
University had done its best to aid
the students in question. He
rejected suggestions that students' rights concerning the University's obligations could be
bolstered by new legal guidelines,
and said that such moves would ,
in his opinion, simply be extra
burdens, adding .that the Edinburgh case had shown that universities would do all within their
power to help their students.

Chinese
experts
shortage

Sacked lecturer Dr. John Scott -disruptor of degrees?
months to complete the course
sitting degree exams in January'.
Three candidates took the latter
option, whilst Owen Kelly and
two other students took the
chance of an unclassified degree.
A University spokesman told
Student that " the University was
well aware of the problem" , and
that the Arts Faculty had spent
considerable time and money on
improving the situation, with a
national lack of suitably qualified
academics in Chinese making the
task more difficult.

The Dean of Arts, Professor
Asher, stated that the Chinese
Department now has two temporary staff, one specialising in.
Chinese, the other in Japanese,
workihg full time, increasing the
staff by one from the 1985/86
level. Such numbers, he felt , were
just about adequate to cope with
the work of the department, and
believed they would ensure its
future.
Professor Brand, the Vice-Principal , supported his colleague's
assertion , addin!!. that the cir-

Students lose franchise
Grants up in electoral confusion
0.05 o/o.
l'ONifNUED FRO:\I
c
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by Siobhan Mulvany

least 21 per cent, to bring the level
of grants to its 1979 value, and the
3.75 per cent grants increase was
"a slap in the face for students
designed to make th e idea of ~
loans scheme more attractive. "
Miss Presland added that she
was disappointed with
the
increase, given that the Select
Committee had said thai students
have suffered more than others in
recent years.

Students could lose their postal
vote in a coming election because
of confusion over the new regulations for the application form.
Since !st January , the form RPF7
has had to be countersigned by the
applicant 's employer.This is to
prove that he or she is unable to
get to a polling station because of
work.
However , as yet , nobody has
defined who a student's employer
is. Cambridge University Students' Union have taken the mat-

ter up with various electorial officers and have got conflicting
answers, even as to whether the
form is still valid for students.
The Home Office say that who
should sign for students at a Scottish University is a question for
the Scottish Office.
App.a rently
the Electorial
Registration Office in Queen
Street , Edinburgh are at present
discussing the problem with the
Scottish Office, but have "no answer off-hand." Hopefully they
should have reached an agreement by 16th February.

Scottish Office Minister speaks

Time for confidence
by Roddy McLean
A low turnout greeted Michael
Ancram , MP for Edinburgh
South, when he · spoke to the
~conomics Society at the David
ume Tower on Monday. This
may have been due to the rival
attention of the US Consul at the
;onservative Club or may have
. een the result of a lack of publicity for the meeting .
Ancram painted a rosy picture
~f Britain's economid prospects,
escnbing the present economic
~hmate as "a time for confidence
:~economic terms" . He indicated
at the Government's economic
Objectives were beginning to be
achieved
·
M.ln ·a co~prehensive speech, the
1n1ster outlined the Government's aim of making British ·
1ndustry ·efficient and competi- 'I'
1
: v.e. He single~. out the reduction ;
n inflation, now at 3 per cent, and

A bullish Ancram
the fact that national wealth was
"growing faster than the public
sector", as being of particular significance .
Ancram acknowledged the
need to reduce unemployment

but claimed that the reflationary
policies of Labour and the
Alliance would lead to a catastrophic increase in inflation,
which in turn would have a devastating effect on industry.
The Minister, with perhaps one
eye on the shaky electoral prospects of the Scottish Conservatives, placed particular emphasis
on Scotland's economic achievements and advantages. He
accused the Opposition parties of
endangering Scotland's economic
prospects by constantly " harping
on the bad news". Selling the .
country's attributes would, he
claimed, help to bring prosperity.
Ancram, presumably in recognition of the threat which the student vote could pose to his narrow
majority , extended a cordial invitation to all his students constituents to attend his regular constituency surgeries.

It has come to light that there is
a national shortage of graduates
and academics specialising in
Chinese and Japanese. Speakers
of the two oriental languages, and
of other East European languages
such as Arabic, are in great
demand since the Big Bang
revolutionised the London Stock
Market in October.
UK dealers now trade directly
with foreign ones and can do so
much more efficiently if they speak
the language in question.
The shortage of academics
specialising in Chinese and
Japanese affected Edinburgh University badly last year, when it had
great difficulty in finding a leeturer to perform the duties of John
Scott, the Chinese and Japanese
lecturer who was dismissed by the
University.

Bedlam cash
The Students' Association
Finance Committee, at its most
recent meeting held on Friday ,
has decided to pay the EU
Theatre Company, based in the
Bedlam , £750 from the £1,600
withheld earlier this year as a
result of the committee's dissatisfaction with Bedlam management
and accounting .
The Finance Committee was
now satisfied that most of the
problems had been dealt with, but
decided to contrive to withhold
the sum of £850 as an indication
that it intends to enforce proper
management of money provided
by the Association, and to ensure
that one remaining problem, over
the auditing of the theatre's Festival account, is settled to its satisfaction.

Edinburgh
Festival
denies
bankruptcy
rumours
by Elaine Logue
Rumours that the Edinburgh
Festival faces bankruptcy. are still
rife despite strenuous denials·
from Festival Public Relations
Director Mr. Clive Sandground.
Fear that the Festival was in
severe financial difficulties arose
when Mr frank Dunlop, the Festival Director, prepared a deficit
budget for 1987 and sa\d , " I think
the Festival is in jeopardy because
of the general attitude to it."
Mr Sandground claimed that
Mr Dunlop has decided to put his
international reputation at risk
rather than dilute the quality of
the Festival programme. Mr Dunlop feels that there is little point in
proceeding with the Festival if
every effort is not made to ensure
its superiority.
In addition, the Festival Director is worried that Glasgow may
"steal" some major attractions if
contracts are not finalised soon.
The Festival 's money problems
began when their grants from the
Scottish Arts Counci l and Edinburgh District Council were
increased by a combined total of
only £9 ,000. Dunlop is depressed
by both the penny pinching
attitude of the Arts Council and
the short sightedness of the District Council , as figures suggest
the Festival generates £50-£80
million for the city in tourism
earnings .
The Festival has £2 million
guaranteed from public funds and
ticket receipts but it needs
another £700,000 just to break
even. Organisers are now searching for sponsors to have the Festival. Big business sponsorship for
the Ans is a relatively new .concept , still on quite a small scale ,
and there is little chance of raising
the necessary amount by this
method.
If Mr Dunlop's gamble
backfires and the extra funds are
not found the outlook for the 1988
Festival is very bleak. With the
enthusiasm being shown for the
Festival by Glasgow District
Council , the Capital could, it is
feared find one of the main Arts,
;howcase of the world being
matched from it and transferred
to the west of the country.

PROGRAMME CHANGES
CUTOUT
AND KEEP• AND EXTRA SHOWS
INYOUR ' FRI 6th FEB PLEASANCE
6.45 ERASERHEAD
in place of TENDERNESS OF WOLVES
MEMBERS
BOOKLET

0

0

m·

a
........
Ci-I

, TUES 24th FEB GST
6.45 KING OF COMEDY
8.45 PRIZZI'$ HONOUR

: . THURS 5th MAR GST
6.45 BLUES BROTHERS
9.15 ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS
, SUN 24th MAY GST
6.45 RAN
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Minister returns from loans research trip

Walden: loans will not deter
by Jeff Sinton
FoUowing his recent to the
United States, Mr George Walden, the Education Minister
responsible ror higher edueation,
has given assurance that ihtudent
loans were introduced, the opportunities or those from lower
income backgrounds would not be
damaged.
· A spokesman for the Department of Education and Science
said, " In the United states, where
a loans scheme has bee n in existence for many yea rs, there is no
evidence to suggest that those
who come from deprived a nd
underprivileged families do not
continue their education at a
higher level. Rather , access a nd

entry to higher education has
been maintained, and the number
of students in higher education
has even increased. There is ,
therefore , no evidence to suggest
that a loans system will deter
potential students in this country. "
Mr Walden , who is chairing the
government's inquiry into the st u-.
dent support, has emphasised that
if a ny kind of loans sche me were
introduced in Britain , tha t system
would be different from th e
American loan; system . In
America, grad uates incur an ave rage debt of £7,000 because students a re asked to pay for the ir
tuition as well as for their maintenance . However , Mr Walden

wishes to stress that the review
which he is conducting is not concerned with the cost of students
tuition, but with the cost of their
maintenance, and students tuition
fees will still be paid in full .
EUSA President Ms Cathy Presland dismissed the claims of Mr
Walden by saying that there are
already enough difficulties for
those
from
underprivilege d
backgrounds to overcome before
coming to university , and a loans
system would be another barrier .
Ms Presla nd also stressed that the
·select Committee on Education,
Science and the Arts has said that
the expansion of universities and
polytechnics would not have been
possible without a grants system.

Labour students' crooked election
by Elaine Logue
Allegations of cheating have
been made following the election
of the Nation a l Organisation of
Labour Students candidate for the
Presidency of the National Union
of Students.
Vicky Phillips, the current President , na rrowl y escaped defeat by
Simon Pottinger, a member of a
hard left grouping within NOLS
called Socialist Students. Both
Phillips and Pollinger have
claimed that the vote was rigged.
A story in the la>t issue of Private Eye referred to disco ticket'
Phillips: Labour split
clo,cly resembling voting card'
which have to be held up when 'ca rc1'. He was abo suspicious Of
voting, hcing found after the elec- the motive' of a large gro up of
t ion meeting.
University College London st uBen Lucas , Chairpcrwn of dent' who joined NOLS the da y
NOLS . clai1m that Pollinger sup- before the election and wlH"''
porter' po,ed as delegate' and delegate' voted for Pottingc1 .
Pollinger was unavailahlc for
u'cd the disco ticket' a' voting.

com ment but Jane Ashworth ,
leader of the Militant-style
Socialist students said that if they
had cheated they wouldn't have
been so "bloody st upid'' as to
leave evidence behind, a nd they
would have made certa in of winning. She claimed that UCL students had been un able to join
OLS previously due to a shortage of membership cards.
Vicky Phillips felt that the most
worrying clement of the episode
was that it suggested a spl it in the
Labour Part y clo;c to a General
Elect ion. If ;he is rc- rlectcd her
main aim is to unite the st udent
communit y a nd lead them in a
'LIC"Ces,ful battle aga inst loan; .
Edinburgh U nive rsity is not
affil ia ted to the ' US. A referendu m on the i'suc was last held in
1984 a nd th e motion to join was
soundly defea ted .

CAMPUS TO CAMPUS
Socialists
thwart Tories
LIVERPOOL: The
Socialist
Workers Sociery of Liverpool
University last week went on a
three day trip to Paris: an unofficial visit made possible hy the
'"temporary , unofficial, borrowing" of the Students' Guild
minihus. Coincidentally , the Conservative Association had booked
the minibus for an o uting to Sellafield the following day! The
Socialist Workers ouring prevented there lilllc trip from going
ahead .

speaker at General Meetings to
wear wig and gown.
The Leicester student newspaper were laying odds on the outcome bur was ordered to cease has
it may have affccred candidates'
cha nces.

LIVERPOOL: On New Yea r's
Day one of Liverpool University's
student hall s suffered over fifl yfive borglari es. The robbers, a ft e r
f9rcing the outer door of rhe
building used keys which had
been stolen a year previously to
en ter the individual rooms. Many
students returned after the Feslivc Season to find most of th eir
belongings had vanished.

Sheffield
bodysnatchers

Militarising
a Union
LEICESTER: Leicester University arc at present right in the
throes of sabbatical elections.
Among the contenders arc a leftwinger named " Pharoah" ; a Tory
called " Billy Boy Wardle"; a Liberal known by their student newspaper as the "perennial plonker";
and last but nor least the most controversial of all, "Count Stephan
Ranvekilder".
The
" mad"
Count's election promises include
the militarisation of the Student
Union with the introduction of
student uniforms, a compulsory
reveille, and exercise in the halls
of residence , plus the abolition of
all union committees.
If the Count succeeds in his
drive for power, he even intends
to change the title of President to
King, give peerages to his subjects
of lower order, and command the

55 burglaries
hit halls

Drucker cash
drive
OXFORD: With recent worries
over Government funding cuts,
Oxford University has been
forced to look to America for
assistance. The former Edinburgh
politics lecturer, Mr Henry
Drucker, now Oxford's Director
of Development , is behind the
drive along with University ViceChancellor Sir Patrick Neill. They
hope that some of Oxford's "old
boys" now resident in the United
States will consider making sizeable donations, as is the custom of
many
American
university
graduates.

SHEFFIELD: Sheffield University has recently been involved in
buying human flesh from the
medico-legal centre in Sheffield .
The deadly goings-on were uncovered by the Manager of the Morluary when he accide ntly intercepted a phone call from the University to the mortuary technician. No illegalities have occurred
but morally , it was confirmed,
many of the bodies were being
S?ld without the relatives permiss10n, " under the counter,,. A
report is going to a special meetm~ of the local council policy committee and David Blunket, former
leader of the Sheffield Council is
taking the matter up with t'he
Home Office .
by Joanne Moody and
Kirsty Cruickshank

Let no one say that Groundling ·
is not rearless. Let not the cry that
we are spineless, quivering lumps
of creme caramel go up. For this
week your courageous reporter is
delving into one of the most horrirying social problems or Edinburgh. This week Groundling goes
to KB.
With my crucifix, silver bullets,
clove of garlic etc. etc. secreted in
my parka, I nervously stood outside the Pharmacology Building
waiting for the Minibus. All about
me stood quiet, introspective
people, apparently considering
their lot. OccasionaUy one of them
let out a sort of pathetic moan.
They reminded me of the people
hanging off the scaff at the end of
Faustus at the Bedlam, the tortured souls.
Suddenly, in a roar of carbon
monoxide, the van arrived. A mysterious change took over the
people waiting. It was like Australian Rules Football. Paving stones
were broken up and used as missiles. Police in riot gear stood
around in a menacing sort of way.
Children were trampled underfoot. It was great. My years of
training with the Millwall K-Block
Ph:ilanx clicked into place , and in
no time I was sitting on the bus.
The driver looked round , and
dribbled a bit. From behind his
ice-hockey mask his eyes glowed
red. I've never seen a Transit do a
wheelie before.
Pretty soon, an effortless handbrake skid brought us screaming
into a halt in front of a building
someone described as the Cherny
Block. Strange smells wafted from
within . I hurried by.
Following a sign saying 'K B
Centre', I soon found myself outside KB Union. Inside, glassyeyed, tongueless wraiths played
video games, people stared
dumbfounded into cups labelled
'coffee'. Someone was scr eaming
horribly upstairs. It was just like
Potterrow .
Wandering aimlessly around
the carefully landsca ped paths, I
sighted a huge building, swuare
and squat . " What the hell is that ?"

i breathed. It turned out to be th
JCMB. Jesus Christ Maths is Bo'
ing? John Come Make Rabi~;
(any more suggestions _ Ed).
Ent~anced, ~ wande~ed its end!~
corridors. Signs saymg 'Radiation
Hazard! Keep Out! ', and 'Wa
ing! Chemical Lasers' span out~
the distance. Low, bespectacled
men hurried passed , buried in
reams of computer printout
Someone helpfuUy informed ~

Graphic: Rory MacBeth
that this was the biggest Universit)
building in Western Europe, bur 1
they couldn't tell the way out! I
met som eone who was vaguely
familiar, but she scuttled passed
gibbering. I could have sworn sh;
was the girl we sent down to dMhe
feature on KB for the Freshe!l
Week issue.
I
Eventually I could take no
m ore, and I ran through a plale· I
glass window, and I was free.
Numb with terror, I sprinted pas·
sed buildings for Microbiologi,
Engineering, Agriculture. Voices
scr eamed in my mind. My palms
were clammy. Suddenly, from
nowhere a groups of studen~
appeared. They seemed Clllm,
relaxed , in control. Only a slighl
gleam in the eyes gave them away.
No wonder science degrees are
worth so much more than ar~
ones. Look at what they have to go
through.
• 'Student' would like to pointoul
that the 'aut hor' of this 'piece' is
himself a failed Science studcnl,
who was forcibl y ejected from
Kings Buildings last year. I can
see their point.

I
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•LETTERS EXTRA

Lesson from America

Dear Editor,
,1 repl y to the le tter by Mr
0 Brien , Treas urer , EU Labour
C lub, provoked not by the cha!lenge on the last paragraph but by
the fear that _so me of th e sta tem e nts ?1ade m the letter would
otherwise be thought factual.
The most important error I
must clear up is that I , as a sabba t-.
ical, the other sabbaticals" a nd
SRC , in no way " underestimate·
the seriousness of the threat posed ·
by loans". Indeed we view it as
such a threat we carried out a poll
m I st term to fmd out how many
students shared our view di covering that 80% of students at
Edinburgh do not want a loans
system of any kind. SRC then
wrote a submission called " Supporting our Students" stating our.
case_, to send to George Walden ,
Chairman of the Governme nt
Review of student support which
concluded:
I A system of student support
which deters students . from
entering Higher Educauon 1s
unaccepta bl e.
2 A system of student s upport
must recognise that a student is
an mdependent adult , who
must have freedom of educaUonal chmce.
~ Th" results of education

benefit not only the individual,
but the country at large. .
4 Loans , as a means of financing
students through Higher Edu·
cation are unacceptableonthe
gro unds of the detrimental
effects on Higher Educanon
itself and in dividual studenrs.
Not o nl y does th is Governmenl I
try to engineer the implemenla· r
tion of loans by reduci ng the stu·
de nt grant to such a level th~~/
people fa lsely believe they wou
be better off with a loan , but als~
by holding the s hining ~xampleu~·
th e Americans as having a s 1
cessful loans system which we
should follow . H owever the "s~~
cess" of the American syst
should be questioned if Congre:~
recently called for an in d~ h
1
inquiry into student loans w '...
have " tripled in the past 10Y~ran
When " a third to a half ·e
(American) undergraduates I~~;)
school in debt" and when ·ni
fear that loans ar~ "affet;e;
choice of entrance into H~u·
Education affecting further d
'
· es , and
an
cational and
job cho1c
affecting decisions to marTY aJ1
bear children ." (Quotes fro~291 /
article in the New York 'fn!le
12186) .
. to6
Claire Mc1'~
Deputy rre>"'""
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Start reading here
would any of you out there mind answering a few
uestions? Probably some of you who are not EUSA
~aithful or have never written for 'Student'. Why
does it seem that the great student body, 10,000
strong, does not care about university cuts? Or if
you do care, why do you do nothing about it and
leave the protesting to a small handful of concerned
peop.Ie?

It's up to you too
May I anticipate a few answers. No. 1 star reply is
generally ''Well, shouldn't1 EUSA be doing something about it? That's wh at :they are there for."
Well they are doing something. Next Thursday to
be p;ecise. Most of the details are contained in the_..
Executive's letter on this page. If you still don't
know what's going on by Wednesday, phone them
up and ask them. Oh, and b! the way'. EUSA is ther~
to organise and lead. This campaign has taken
months to organise. It will take you a few hours or a
fun filled evening to do your bit.

Apa.thy
Another Star Answ.e r, very popular as a reason
not to vote in elections, is "Well, EUSA/I/they/students as a whole carr•t do anything, can they? It's
u~eless." Maybe I've been the only one reading the
papers or watching TV lately, but I've noticed students doing quite a lot. France, China, Holland;
they've all achieved s01:i;iething. You want an example nearer ' hQme? Dundee University Students'
Association has just saved their Modern Languages
Department. Now I cll.ll that "doing something'', •
don't you? So why don't you do something. Turn up
on:

Thursday 12th February
and give EUSA a chance to be effective. Dundee had
a third of their students on the streets.

I've got the Power
Alright, I can hear you say, "so what does a
demonstration do?" Well a lot of useful publicity
hopefully. But the individual is not incapable. "I've
got the power" seems appropriate too. Remember
your MP. lie or she's the one who sent you a card
when you became a potential voter at 18 and told
you to get in touch if there was ever anything they
could do for yo~. Well now they can. Why don't you
write and complain that despite a government committee recommending at 14% rise in grants, you
have received a measly 3.75% rise which will be
worthless by next year. An MP bas to take note if he/
she .receives 10-20 letters on one subject. If he/she
does not, then they are not discharging their duty
probably.
Perhaps this is one aspect lacking in EUSA 's
action. There is no imaginative direct action on MPs
or Ministers. You can do_your bit.

.Let's here your reasons
I would really appreciate some feedback on these
points. Especially if you don't do anything on 12th
February. And if your answer is "I've got nothing to
complain about", I suggest you ~ook again.
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Student welcomes.letters from readers, but in order
for us to publish as many as possible, please keep
_ them short. Letters published in Student do not_
necessarily correspond with the opinion of ·the
editor.

The ·campaign starts here
Dear Editor,
Through your columns may we
inform your readers of the action
which the SRC Campaign Committee has organised for this term.
the-day of action - Day Zero - is
Thursday 12th February. The
action is to comprise two parts:.
the first will take the form of
"cram-ins" - one at KB in the
morning and one at George
Square in the afternoon. The idea
of these "cram-ins" is that a lecture be targetted and students
encouraged to attend to pack o ut
the lecture hall to show that Edinburgh students want education.
With the help of the AUT and
sympathetic lecturers, we hope
that these "cram-ins" will be a suc•
cess.
Immediately after the cram-in
in George Square, we will proceed on to our target for occupation - a target which has been
decided, but cannot, for obvious
reasons, be revealed yet. For
those not at the cram-in , the
assembly point is under the dome
in the Student Centre at 4.05 pm .
Everyone coming to the occupation should bring sleeping bags .
Speakers , videos , food and games
will be provided , so it should be an
interesting night .
The theme of this campaign is
that students do have the power to

change the Government 's policies
on higher education - students in
France managed to - why can' t
we? This campaign is broad
based , as education is under
attack on many fronts - loans ,
benefit cuts , the community
·charge and university cuts.

In order for Day Zero to be a
success, we need as many students
aspossible to take part .. The
countdown has started. See you at
the barricades!
Yours sincerely;
Cathy, Iain , Claire, David,
The Executive.

Dear Students,
Do the stude nts of SOUTH
AFRICA have more FREEDOM?
-Do the students of FRANCE
have more BRAINS?
Do the students of PALESTINE have more COURAGE?
Do the students of CHINA

have more MOTIVATION?
·Do the students of BRITAIN
have guts?- No , they don' t.
Prove me wrong you twits and
DO SOMETHING on the 12th of
February.
Yours invariably,
Worried Student

Labouring the point
Dear Editor,
John Petrie referred to me as
Alan "tedious letters in The Independent" Young in last week 's
Student.
I have never written to , nor had
a letter published in, The Independent.
John Petrie claimed that I put
forward the proposition that it is
pointless voting for the Labour
Party because Mrs Thatcher
doesn 't give a toss about it and
because its policies over the last
eight years have not been adopted
by a Conservative government.
I put forward the proposition
that while a Conservative government is in office it will require al/party action to enforce changes in
policy, and not merely Labour
Party action, since the Labour
Party is naturally expected to
-oppose a Conservative government. At no stage did I say that it
is pointless voting for the Labour
Party.
John Petrie accused me of being
a "victim of extreme pragmatism".
I outlined what I believe is the
best mea ns for students to protect
\heir rights. If that amounts to
being a "victim of extreme pragmatism" , then so be i!.
fohn Petrie said that the phrase
"naive , stubborn, and pathetically

·dogmatic about ideology" sounds
like a description of MrsThatcher.
I should like to point out that
anyone who has an objective view.
of politics knows that Thatcher"is
riot any of those three things. If
she was naive , she would not have
won two General Eleetions with
·big majorities. If she was dogmatic, she wouldn't have performed
so many policy U-turns , such as
that concerning the Cold Weather
Heating Allowance. If she was
pathetically dogmatic about ideology she wouldn 't have all owed
public expenditure, as a proportion of the nation 's wealth , to
reach unprecedented levels.
John Petrie stated that anyone
who writes letters to Student can
make no serious claim to being a
non-hack.
I find such an attitude from a
former Editor of the paper very
sad since it clearly does Student,
whi~h is there to induce the
involvement and interest of all
students , a great disservice.
Yours etc.,
·
Alan Young
Dear Editor,
I was pleasantly surprised,
touched even , to note th.at our
comical little comrades m the
Revolutio~ary Communist Society felt moved to praise my "Lib-_
erals in Condoms Controversy_"

story last week .
It was gratifying to be proved
wrong and find out that someone
from the fringes of Edinburgh
University's expanding colony of
extremist Reds can now , in fact,
read grown-up writing instead of
their usual diet of fanatical
scribblings; Marx , Mao, Lenin ,
Trotsky , or whoever this month's
resident visionary happens to be.
As ever, though , the Loonies
have got it wrong again. By
criticising
an
ar.t icle
that
approached a ·serious matter in a
different way , i.e. relatively
humorously , the Revolting Communists fail to realise that
Substantially
more
people
probably
read
an
isilated
article which took a different
angle than have ever read
the countless other articles on the
mbject of AIDS.
If my article got even a single
person more aware of the existence of condoms as a vital protection against the spread of AIDS
then it was worth while , and the
sooner Comrade Green of the
Reds realises that even some of
the world's finest journalists have
used humour as a medium for'
expressing a serious point the better it will be for us all.
Yours in comradeship,
Devin Scobie
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Art Felt
FELT&
THE SUBMARINES
The Venue

The mellow tones of Candles·In A Church provide the
overture, and the curtains
part; opening to reveal a
scene that has lost its era. But
·this is no corny revival, so
who are these 'strange lads'.
The new Venue, a cross between a posh theatre and a grotty
pub , was curiously laid out, with
tables right up to the stage. First
on were The Submarines, pushing
out a biting guitar sound. My
enjoyment of this was however
slightly marred by a strategically
placed pillar , directly before the
singer.
Felt themselves emerged soon
after 11 pm amidst a cloud of arrogance, and a series of various projected images which thankfully
(although not surprisingly) maintained a high level of taste. Musically Felt owe a lot to the 60's
although remaining refined and
majestic in their sound. Still defi-

EL VIS COSTELLO
The Playhouse

Felt thundering into another searing Whitesnake cover.
Photo: Oliver Lim
Felt appeared to be on good
nitely guitar based, organ-like form, and played a range of matekeyboards have been blended in , rial , notably the inspiring Grey
as is the style of their most recent
streets. The peak came however
LP, Forever Breathes the Lonely
with a comparatively rough verWord. Although this was a fairly
sion of the excellent Primitive Pain' lively set, Lawrence basically
ters. It's just a shame that
refused to come out from behind
Elizabeth Frazer couldn't make it.
. his fringe and likewise the audiBut nevertheless , Felt gave us
'ence remained sedate, although
forty-five minutes of pure art.
seemingly enjoying it.
Alun Graves

The reviewer is not joining in
the adulation but stands above the
crowd. This style is opposed to the
review of some trendy but
unpopular band , here the sense of
power stems from being a trend
leader-someone in the know.
Of course my kind of self-conscious reviewer reviews reviewing
nonsense is just as irritating - I
try and evoke some kind of
camaraderie with the 'punter' and
set myse lf up above other reviewers. Even more ann oying I tell you
nothing about how great the Elvis
Costello concert was.

To review the concert of a
superstar one needs to apply a
certain formula - preferably
a mixture of Marxist and
Freudian analysis. This lends
the reviewer a kind of objectivity, a sense of power with
respect to the many fans the
superstar has.

It was a marathon concert, but
Elvis and his Confederates we re
strong on stamina and the concert
never flagged - though some left
to catch the last bus. Halfway
through the concert Elvis gave us
a stirring solo spot. His guitar
playing lacked fine~se, his voice
always seemed in danger of crack-

ing, but those were strengths and
the sparse sound made you aware
of the songs' melodic and emotional power. His version of I
Want You seemed like audio open
heart surgery - whatever that
means.
This part of the set also provided a mom ent of total cuteness.
A sweet little kid was lifted up
onto the stage and requested Alison. and as Elvis treated us to his
rendition she sang along with him.
Although charmed, I was also
slightly uneasy as the song
reflected on a girl's passage from
teenage lust to bored housewifery
The rest of the concert con·sisted of rollicking a nd weeping
though most of the King of
America LP and a host of unreleased C&W stuff. For me the
dominant experience of the night
was of the band as a runaway train
and Elvis holding everything
together with his matchless singing .
James Jazz

I ~lookknow ~]

Things are very bright on
the music front this week,
although it's going to take
something special to top Felt's
performance at the Venue last
week. In fact Microdisney
could well do it if their recent
LP Crooked Mile is anything
to go by. They play at the
Hoochie Coochie on Friday.
Miss them at your peril.

In our continuing series of
things-you-might·have-heard-ofeven-if-you're-not-a-wilfullyobscure-music pages-person, the
Psychedelic Furs are at the
Playhouse on Monday. If you can
stomach the Playhouse this should
be worth going to, as the Furs' live
set is usually pretty dramatic.
Meanwhile,
lock
up
your
daughters, bar your windows ..•
yes those wild men of rock n' roll
China Crisis hit town. They'll be
churning out their no-nonsense,
heads-down mindless boogie at the
Queen's Hall on Tuesday.
On a quieter note, the Venue
still has plenty to offer including

Shame tonight - featuring former
membersofTV21 Another Pretty
Face and the Scars. Another face
from the past is Steve Marriott
who plays the Venue on Moriday.
Despite the fact that he's the man
who inspired Paul Weller to take
up music (?), it might be interesting to see how Steve renders such
timeless, if tasteless, Mod classics
as All or nothing and Lazy Sunday
so dust off those old parkas . . .
Also at the Venue is Jesse Rae on
Saturday returning after a layoff
to showcase a forthcoming LP;
and the Painted Word on Wednes·
day, a gig that was postponed last
month.

In the second of their gigs at
Rumours, Avalanche Records (see
feature) have lined up We Free
Kings and Jesse Garon and the
Desperadoes to be enshrined
forever on video-tape. Go along
and see Andrew Tully sweating
under his make-up (Thursday
5th).
11' that's not enough to keep you
entertained you can always watch
Paula massaging herself on the
Tube, also featuring Luther Vandross, The Kinks and XTC (don't
blame me, I only write this stuff).
Better news from the Whistle Test
(BBC2 Wednesday) with a feature
on the Smiths, who have done
enough to be forgiven for their dire
new single. I blame Johnny
Marr .. .
I doubt very much if the Smiths
will sweep the board at the British
Record Industry A wards (BBC I
Monday) but it might be worth
watching, if only to see if you can
spot anyone under 30 winning any·
thing.
That's about it for now. I'll see
you all at Microdisney. Watch this
space next week for the lucky winSteve Marriott. - Venue, Monday ner of our competition.
Amy

THECATERAN
The Venue

The Cateran were an
unknown quantity to me,
hence I went along to the
Venue with a completely open
mind. I emerged an hour
later, utterly bewildered, a
victim of the short sharp
shock treatment administered by the band.
The Cateran are loud , lively
and very punky. Clad in black
leather , they are the archetypal
angry young men; all thrashing
guitars a nd defiant posturing. The
audience, many of whom had
seemed unsure what to expect,
found themselves confronted with
a hard , uncompromising set. If
you like the best qualities of The
Ramones, mix in a little of the
early Damn ed , add a dash of
Edinburgh 's own Napalm Stars.
and blend it all together 'Voila '; you have The Cateran
The stage show is a kaleidoscope of movement , with the lead
guitarist in particular, at times

taking on the appearance of
demented spinning top. Theoth a
members of the band followed
example, though slightly leis
energetically, in utilising eve ss '
ry
inch of the stage.
There was little chat in between
songs , and what there was w
unhelpful. For instance, th; hi~
speed.annihi lation of I'm not Your
Stef.pmg Stone was announced as
a country and western song "
The performance consisted or'
handful of three minute exp1o'.
sions which , nevertheless, seernd
to please thelarge crowd. The
sound quality was very good
throughout , some thing of a boon
when you conside r that the venue
used to be notorio us for bad
acoustics.
The brevity of the set guaran.
teed an encore , which the band
gleefully announced was their first
ever. After another three minutes
of anarchy the y disappeared
leaving the audience to dispe~
into the night, transformed by the
experience.
The Cateran are loud , uni 111 •
aginative and retrogressive, but I
loved every minute of it.
·
Jack Mathie5(1n

t

Cry Babies

Can you hear me mother?

HUE AND CRY
Hoochie Coochie

Hue & Cry are from Glasgow (or thereabouts) and
they've
been practising.
Being from Glasgow doesn't
necessarily mean you're good
and practice doesn't necessarily make perfect.
Their parents came and asked
me if this was where their two
boys were pl aying. Sad , but true .
They probably buy their records
as well. Still l don't suppose they
can hve on the support of their
relatives indifinitely. Perhaps I'm
being unkind but I can't imagine
even they find them that interesting.
They play that brand of white
boys soul/funk that Glaswegians
seem so enamoured of. Very
sharp. Very snappy. Very dull.
The vocalist croons and grates in
an
American-type
manner ,
keyboards tinkle and the bassist
thinks he's Mark King. You know
the tunes (of Hipsway et al) but
you've never heard Hue & Cry
before. Bored. Lyrically they
espressed some concern about
Armageddon and such like. Trite.
Don't get me wrong, there 's
nothing wrong with triteness itself
as Jong as there is no attempt to
pass it off as profundity.
The set included the single I
Refuse which some people are
appare.ntly excited about (why?)
and a handful of others. You

Photo: Sim on Tulloch
should hear t he m doing Ship·
building. Not nice. They were
blissfully brie f which seemed
polite and th ey did look very
smart. Collars a nd ties to a man.
Hue & Cry a re probably terri·
bly good if you like that sonof
thing but one can 't fail to notice
how short they fall of the real
McCoy , and wo nder why they
bother. Boys will be boys. After·
wards , their mot.he r. all aglo~
with pride , asked iust ho.w g~
thought her sons we re. ' Very ' 1
replied, rather than upset her.
Large coward.
d
Blaise Drumrnon
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Before allowing him to be captured on video we sent Andrew

LAUGHING
If music journalists are to a poor, deluded wretch, failed
musicians, then what are record shop owners? Frustrated
entrepreneurs, me thinks! Bruce Finlay ran Bruce Records
before managing those old, fat bastards Simple Minds,
Rough Trade was a mere record shop before Geoff Davis
turned it into the vast multi-national conglomerate that it is
today! Probe Records made its money selling Anti-Nowhere
League records before they discovered Half Man Half Biscuit. And now, in a little shop in Edinburgh comes the next
contestant in The Rock 'n' Roll Yellow Brick Road Show.
Come on down - Mr Kevin Buckle!!

Kevin operates from Avalanche Records in West Nicolson Street.
He doesn 't quite have the presence of a record mogul, from his appearance one can only surmise that he has an unhealthy amount of Genesis
albums in his record collection but he sells the cheapest independent
records in town and is the most unreliable gossip about The Shop
Assistants in the whole of christendom! But what's his scam? I should
really have told you in the first paragraph ...
Kevin and Ian Taylor of Flexi-Video are.putting on bands and videoing them for posterity and also for a three hour video to be released
in late summer. The bands featured will be mostly Edinburgh bands
who have singles out plus any visiting independent bands looking for
a gig. So where did you get the idea from Kevin? (Author's note Kevin speaks in a lilting North <.if England accent impossible to reproduce on the page.)
"By 2um, I'm 2lad you asked me that question. I noticed that loads
of people were coming before or after gigs to ask what the bands
were like. The idea at first was to put on the gigs in order to sell
records. Then I met Ian who makes video bootlets of gigs and the rest
will be history .... I hope."
This is no cowboy operation, the gigs will be recorded using three
cameras plus a central monitor, over £100 worth of tape is needed for
each gig, and if the first gig, last week, is anything to go by, the quality
looks excellent. Forthcoming attractions are this week; We Free
Kings and Jesse Garon and the Desperadoes, next week; the Hook
and Pull Gang a nd Rote Kapelle; then the week after the BMX Bandits. After this week the venue will be changed from Rumours to The
Cavern. This is getting incredibly dull and factual! Where are you
going to make your money from Kevin?
"Well not from the gigs themselves. Although the bands aren't
making money from the gigs, neither are we, we're lucky if we break
even. I'll make a little bit from selling records on the back of the gigs
and hopefully some money from the video when it comes out but not
enough to buy a satin bomber jacket!"
To conclude, it's a very worthy venture, Kevin seems a good guy in
a sea of sharks but you must question the sanity of anybody who
wants to put me on a video!
Andrew Tully

it should. Their moustaches
and their hair hung limp but
their eyes shone bright like
coal from Newcastle. Not
even the flares, the high
heeled shoes and the banWaso are a group of Bel- danas could take anything
gian gipsies. I don't know away from the energy of these
what image that conjures up lads.
The concert had us careering
for you but I now know what

from one country to the next in an
isomorphic fashion. Moreover,
wherever they said the song was
from you could hear a multitude
of other sounds crowding in on it.
For instance (now here's a complex simile), what was declared to
be a Rumanian song sounded to
me - ignorant as I am - like a
band of Irish-Mexicans playing at
a Turkish wedding only to be
replaced by a crowd of Jewish
Fawlty Towers fans . I could go on ,
and you could stop reading, so I
won't goon .
·
One song from Hungary
was very interesting: sometimes I
was reminded of the fabled
restaurant violinist's sou lful song
but at the next moment the band
burst into strange amorphous
fragments of music. (Can fragments be amorphous?)
On the more substantive side I
could tell you (in fact I will) that
the band was constituted by two
guitarists, a double bass player
and wind/brass man. On top of
that the audience seemed very
pleas_ed and the Queen 's Hall was
fullish.
James Jazz

In our series on local bands, we recently talked to The
'Cateran, seconds before their gig at The Venue last Friday,
just behind the curtains, to the right.
Photo: Gordon Mackimosh

Photo: Oliver Lim

HURRAH!
The Venue

Shout Hurrah! The gee-tar
boys are back in town. Playing a short set to a small
crowd of foot-tapping gee-tar
fans (and a few drunken vagrants who wandered in looking for a place to sleep) wi,th
the minimum amount of
inventiveness
and
the
maximum amount of leather
jackets!!
But, who could possibly sleep
when faced with the heartfelt
noise of songs like Welcome Back
and the surprisingly sweet vocal
harmonising of the boys in black?
Not this rock child that's for sure.
Sing Hurrah! Those mad , bad ,
crazee Northern boys have
Photo: Caroline Ednie · returned whipping up a rocking
Duglas struggling to be heard above his shirt.
duced the fabulous Flipper which storm-in-a-teacup that challenges
is to be a future singje. This whip- nothing that's gone before and
BMXBANDITS
ped the audience into a frenzy. leaves but a faint impression on
Moray House
the memory shOrtly after. Apart,
The rest of the band could pos- that is, from the new single If
Am I mistaken or are the sibly be best described as The . Love Could Kill and the older
BMX Bandits becoming har- Groovy Little Boy Soup-Dressers, Sweet Sanity which was, appabut possibly not. In any case , they rently, "a massive hit for us a
der in their old age? Where's admirably
supported Duglas who couple of months ago". Oh really!
the pink briefcase and doll? was, of course, the star.
· Well . As you may have
Anyway, this was a great gig
In Her Hair or some such thing gathered Hurrah a.re not musi7al
so ya boo sucks to you non became a hard-rocking medley Marxists. Revolut10nary they ·r e
with Purple Haze and How I not. A point in their favour.
believers!
.
Learned To Love the Bomb just Perhaps . They seem to have buil~
. Duglas's shiny orange shirt and
some of the digressions . This must up their own meme bande of sup·
kipper tie, tasteless as usual,
have been the highlight if I was porters whilst trading under the
served as a reminder (as if we
forced to choose, ending in a mess banner of real guitar band ·
needed one) that this band don't
of feedback and the band leaving _ Whisper Hurrah! But on~y in
take themselves too seriously.
the stage.one by orie in true BMX polite circles. Their profess10nal
'Ibis is good honest fam.ily entertainment so get on down!
style!
manner may set them apart from
Back again for a couple more many of today's new bands,_and I
Starting off with a blaze of
songs from their ever-~pular including the proper version of suppose it's better than havmg_to
singles including EJ02 al}d The Sad, leaving the audience plead- sell your instruments to eat. Still,
Cat From Outer Space, they could ing for more . Why don't some it's not particularly interesting ~o
do no wrong. "This one's rough people see the fun in this band?
watch , is it?
Alan Muir
Jonathan Kilgour
and tough just like me!" intro-

Four of the group come from Inverness and one from
Aberdeen, my favourite city at the moment. In their 18
months together, their set has changed greatly, none of their
shows ever being duplicated. Their performances are
renowned to be quite different from their ·recordings, cap_
turing more of the spirit of the band.
.
Not having seen The Cateran before, I asked them to describe their
music. "Fucking noisy!" was the opinion of Murdo MacLeod. "Noisy,
tuneful pop" was the more considered answer of Cameron, the other
guitarist. They don't consider themselves fashionable as bands go and
don't see why they should follow others who want to be Simple Minds
or Echo. They would rather go out and play what they want - "timeless guitar pop", in the words of Murdo, again. He said it, and I'm not
letting him get away with it ...•
After this lengthy tirade on the current music scene, I shut them up
and asked who their influences are. Iggy and The Stooges and The
Dictators rate highly, as do a certain Velvet and The Unde~grounds,
or something like that. Must get to hear what they sound hke sometime- maybe I'll check out a Mary Chain record. Cameron feels that
The Cateran are doing in the UK what Hiisker Dii are in the States.
"Think about that one!" he said. I have- and I still don't get it.

Live w.o rk is enthused over by the band. They certainly play a pow·
erful set I declare! Greenock is rated as their favourite gig, with the
Hoochie'coochie coming near the top. Their 8-track mini-album, Little Circles, is out on DDT Records, who a~e headed by San~y MacLean. The Cateran were the fi~t on this Edmburgh label, which also
boasts big names like Wee Free Kings and 'f!'e Th.anes. ~he Cateran
are as uncompromising in their attitude as m thell'. m?sic. They ~re
satisfied with things as they are and don't foresee s1grung to a ~or
unless they can dictate their own terms.
After a tot of plugging from Janice Long, for whom they record~
a session and with a new .single out in April or May to follow on their
present Last Big Lie, The Cateran are set to make big noise. But a
tuneful one, of course!

_ Gordon Macintosh
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FILMHOUSEF IL M
Lothian Rd.
228 2688
DOWN BYLAW
Feb 5-7 6.1 5, 8.30. Feb 6 2.30
A Jim Jarmusch black and white
masterpiece depicting three jailbirds and their attempt at the
grand old Hollywood great
escape and the turmoil that
ensues.
AGNES OF GOD
Feb 5 2.30. Feb 6-7 2.45 (not Sat).
4.45, 6.45, 8.45
A young novitiate gives birth to a
baby found strangled. Good old
Mother Superior pleads an
immaculate ~nnception but we
know better. !1~!1rdthe one about
the 100 nuns?

0
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~-----------

ERASE RHEAD
ONIBABA
Pleasance
6th Feb; 6.45, 8.20
Don't know much about the first
except that it is concerned with
surrealistic images. In the second,
two women kill soldiers for their
armour, however, problems occur
when one falls for a soldier.
LES DIABOLIOUES
JAGGEDEDGE
George Square Theatre
8th Feb; 6.45, 8.50
Sounds quite macabre I I wife plus
her husband's lover decide to kill
him. The second a thrilling courtroom drama.

HAPPY GO LUCKY
Feb 8 6.15, 8.30
_
CRAZY FAMILY
Siberian satire on a couple's DIMSUM
transition from tundra to town Goege Square Theatre
and
all the nasties they 11th Feb; 6.45, 8.45
encounter on the way.
As the title implies, "Crazy Fam"TERAYAMA SHORTS
ily" is a comedy, concerning the
Feb 7 2.15
split up of a Japanese family. Also
Faits divers from Japanese pro- Wang, Chew and Wong(!) star. It's
ducer Shiji Terayama. I thought about a widow and daughter and
tha\,was raw fish.
their scheming uncle.
HEIDI'S SONG
Feb 7 2.00
Animated version of the classic 10 Newbattle Terrace
children's story from the land of 447 2660
muesli, cuckoo clocks, large bank ROOM WITH A VIEW
accounts and perhaps a few
2.00, 5.00, 6.00 (Not Sun)
'goats. Which one is Heidi?
Yes, this is still dragging the
crowds in - however, there is no
SALVADOR
Feb 8-11 5.45 (not Sun), 8.45. Feb hurry to see it as I've been assured
it will still be here next term!
11 2.30

DOMINION

Potent and firey film based on the
experiences
of
journalist,
Richard Boyle; hell bent on getting a story, even if it is found on
the edge of bloody conflict.
RUMBLE FISH
Feb 9-10 2.30
Francis Ford Coppola's futuristic
biker movie. about a young lad,
totaHy freaked out about his
older brother who is said to frequent the Preservation Hall.
THE BOXER
Feb 9 6.15, 8.30
Japanese movie trying to
capitalise on the success of the
oh-so repetitive 'Rocky' epics.
However, it has more charm and
storyline than th.e aforemen tioned saga.
STRONG LANGUAGE - ARTS
COUNCIL PRIZE WINNERS
Feb 10 7.00
The Film and Video award winners of 1986 are shown in a collection of clips, care of our wonderful Arts Council.
YOUR SON AND BROTHER &
JAN CHRISTIE LECTURE
Feb 11 7.00
Ian Christie from the British Film
Institute speaks; tthe GB-USSR
film liaison in the season of Siberian films from Filmhouse.
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Clerk Street
6677331
CROCODILE DUNDEE
1.45, 3.45, 5.50, 8.10
G'day, fancy a wallaby sarnie?
The only slightly crinkly Paul
Hogan provides more pairs of
shoes and handbags than Russell
and Bromley ever could for the
sheilas.

HEARTBURN
2.30, 5.30, 6.30 (Not Sun)
This rather weak film has been
credited with reputable actors and
Jack Nicholson follows Dustin
Hoffman's footsteps in a "modern
portrait of marraige" alongside
Meryl Streep.
THE MISSION
2.1 5, 5.15, 8.1 5 (Not Sun)
Superb acting from Jeremy Irons
and Robert De Niro. Set in 18th
century South America, a mission
is disrupted by a territorial dispute
between Spain and Portugal essential viewing!

C A

M

2 Forrest Road
2259873
THE NIGHTMOTHER
11Feb;1.15pm
£1 .50, £1 for members
By Brecht.
WAR MUSIC
2-7 Feb; 8 pm
A brilliant one-man performance
ofBooks 16-19 of the Iliad.
Adapted by Christopher Logue.
£2.50, £2 for members.

LYCEUM
Gdndley Str~~t
2299697
THE HYPOCHONDRIAK
Till 14 Feb; 7.45 pm
Sat. mat. 7 Feb, 3.15 pm
Tickets from £2.50-£5.50
By Moliere, translated by Hector
MacMillan. Presented by The
Royal Lyceum Theatre Company.
A funny show and we hope that
the lucky winners of our competition enjoy it.
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2 Leven Street
2291201
CINDERELLA
Till 21 Feb; 7 pm
Matinees 2.15 pm
Tickets : £5-6, cones. available
What more can one say about a
panto? What more can one say
about th is, the most famous of
pantos? What more can one say
about such a long running
panto? Answer : Not very much,
actually.

T HEA TRE
WORKSHOP
34 Hamilton Place
226 5425
THE IMAGE MACHINE
Till 7 Feb, 8 pm
£2.50 (£1 .25). two for price of one
on Tue and Wed . A performance
showing how imagery can manipulate the truth. Does your
"image" hide the "real you"?
Mine certainly does.

Mussel burgh
665 2240
ROMEO AND JULIET
Till 7 Feb; 7.45 pm
Tickets : £2 and £3.50
By Bill Shaky, the man who
invented the quill. A romantic
tra!;!edy consisting of families•
fighting and balconies being
" climbed up" . The quest ion is,
" Where art thou Romeo?"
Answers on a postcard please.
SOMETHING IN IT FOR
CORDELIA
5-7 Feb, 10.30 pm (40 mins long)
Tickets : 50p
The f irst in a new venture of
short, late evening one-act
shows. Two Edinburgh Fringe
performers are waiting for a train
after a performance of King
Lear ... The train will doubtless
" never, never, never" arrive.
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Cute cartoon film depciting the
comfortable Bloggs couple and
their reaction to nuclear war.
Somewhat ironic considering the
subject matter that is treated.

c

Lothian Road
2293030
THE MISSION
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
Robert De Niro and Jeremy Irons
portray
Jesuit
missionaries
whose position is threatened by a
territorial dispute between Spain
and Portugal in South America.

THE GOLDEN CHILD
. 2.25, 5.25, 8.25 (no matinee Sun)
NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET:
Eddie Murphy plays Lord High
PART 2-FREDDY'S REVENGE
Protector to a perfect born child
2.00, 6.45, 8.50
(or brat); the repository of goodFreddy's back, however, here he ness and compassion ; and delivamuses as opposed to terrifies ers him from our evil. Hmm.
weak to say the least, but packing
them in nonetheless.
HEARTBREAK RIDGE
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
PEGGY SUE GOT MARRIED
Clint Eastwood stubs out the
2.15, 5.45, 8.30
cigar, shoots the horse and trades
Similar in some respectd to "Back the spurs in for a bunch of Marine
to the Future". What should Peggy recruits. The other side of "Top
do, once in the past, to avoid what Gun"? Prince Edward plays
she knows ha ens in the future? Tom Cruise

N

Clerk Street
667 7331
ROBERT HALPERN
Every Sat. night; 11 pm
Tickets : £2.50
Bob "Mystic man" Halpern will
send you to sleep. Unintentionally, of course!

Late night Fri & Sat 11 .15 pm
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228 4141
WHEN THE WIND BLOWS
2.20, 4.00, 5.40, 7.25, 9.1 O
(No 2.20 shows Sun)

A

112 West Bow, Grassmarket
226 2633
THE BUSKER
Till 8 Feb; 7.30 pm
Tickets: students £2.50
The Busker's world; cold air,
cigarette stubs and street-wise
patter. No, it's not a play about
the EUSA offices.
THE RED FERRETS
5-7 Feb, 9.30 pm
Tickets: £2 (in the Upstairs
Theatre)
Late night cabaret. A mixture of
stories, sketches and songs.
(Sounds like a typical lay-out
night at Student).
A "MYSTERY" PLAY
10-22 Feb, 7.45 pm
Tickets: students £2
Performed by WINGED HORSE
touring productions. Arrive at the
theatre without any prior knowledge of the show you are about
to experience. Your response will
not therefore be influenced by
pre-publicity. Sounds a bit like
attending the "Student" editorial
meeting, just to complete this
rerrific trilogy of " Student" jokes.
Tune in next week for more.

C> DEO

On production of matn
formance up to 6 pm for
are non-smokin g.

DC>MI

Students pay £1 .20 for
The only exception is the
only non -smoking pan Ii
shut on Sund ays.

FILMH

Matinees cost 75p; ear~
£1 .50. These tickets are
mance starts. No con
you can book these in 111
cinemas.
Members get in free toil
can be purchased in a
week and from the P
Place, at the weekend.

BE DLA
All tickets for lunchtime
your consumption. Me
allows reductions on all
are held every Monda
interested in any aspect

TRAV
Exclusive offer this yea·
which allows many be
Sunday performance; fl
before performance; free
theatre clubs in Britain.

L VC EU
They offer a plastic caid
two tickets at conceSSlO
mance). Check at boxoffi

ESCA .

Edinburgh Student Cha
(225 4061 ). Pop into our
1 to 2 pm on Tuesdayfor

SNO

GATEWAY FRUITMARKET
EXCHANGE GALLERY
"2-4 Abbeymount
6610982
Mon-Sat 10-5
MARION COUTTS-Drawing and
sculpture - a recent graduate of
the Edinburgh College of Art.
Promises to be very interesting.
Works on the Queen's new
clothes; states of mental dress
and undress(?); humour and
women ; and means of defence.

NETHERBOW
43 High Street
556 9576
Till 28 Feb
Mon-Sat 10-4.30
TOM MORAN - The exhib writer
will now diplomatically avoid
making a nasty comment on this
guy's name and merely give the
reade.r (are there any?) the highly
descriptive brochure details " A
Portrait of Gorgie and Dairy ".

29 Market Street
225 2383
Tues-Sat 10-5.30
Till 28 Feb
LUCIANO FABRO - Is this guy
sitll here? Only the powers that be
can understand why.

F L Y I
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COLOURS
FL YING COLOURS
35 William Street
2256n6
Tues-Fri 11-6, Sat 10-1
Contemporary Scottish paintings.

TORRANCE
GALLERY
29b Dundas Street
556 6366
2-14 Feb
MARJORIE CLERK Recent
watercolours. Not much you can
say about watercolours 'cept
t hey're ~s popular as ever, folks.

Students are welcomed
Orchestra concerts a~
availabl e from 7 pm e

CAM~£1

Aftern oon shows co
pm) are £2. 70.
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me Teviot Happy Hour again."

~ATIO N
ds, students can see ~ny per-

£2.00 after 6 pm. All cinemas

N

ances in Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
ingshows in Cinema 3-the
ing. Incidentally, this place is

SE

shows (Sunday-Friday) cost
befo re perfornfor main evening films but
£2.30.. Non-smoking in both

~ble 30 minutes

ances. Guest tickets (£1.25)
any Union Shop during the
dents' Union, 24 Buccleuch
·pis on sale at all shows.
sinclude soup and bread for
of the Bedlam is £2.00, which
Bedlam Com mittee meetings
pm in the theatre. Anyone
mis always w elcome.

E
bership : £4 for four years,
include a free ticket ro any
nt standby ticket 10 minutes
•Traverse Ba r and many other

1Which allows you to claim
1£1 off cost of any perfor-

~ils.

Iare in 17/19 Guthrie Street
irne or come down around
mallunchtime gathering.

~re to

all Scottish National
all. Tickets cost £2 and are
~ning.
ing Performances (7.00, 9.00

'fcoMPETiflo'N
~Wing What's On competition!

two tickets (each one worth a
131
. h Part V - The Rave Up"
~on Friday 13th February at 8
and food can be all yours for
Off this sentence in no more than
nions, I would ... "
Panel and should be written on
0

I~ ~e number. Fold it and label it
t e Student boxes or leave in
ay 10th February. Good luck!
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anks a lot to everyone that
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ENGINEERING SOC
DHT Faculty Room North
6pm
Photographer, Colin
Baxter,
gives a slideshow of his famous
'Just Edinburgh' series of postcards and prints. Budding David
Bailey's welcome.
NEW SCOTLAND COUNTRY
DANCE SOC
Beginners- McEwan hall
Intermediate . Chaplaincy
Centre
Advanced - Chambers St.
Lessons cost 30p, followed by an
all-in knees up at 8.40 pm in the
McEwan Hall .
EU ANTI-APARTHEID SOCIETY
Chaplaincy Centre SR Rm II
5.15 pm
Anyone with a conscience welcome to go along and join.
UNIVERSITY CHAPLAINCY
KB Lunchtime Talk, 1.10 pm,
Sixth Level Common Room.
" Other Men's Heroes ", Mr Alwyn
James, Public Relations Department, Royal Bank of Scotland.
CHILDRENS HOLIOAY VENTURE
Regular meetings for anyone
wanting to get involved on
Thursdays at lunchtime in ESCA
offices, Guthrie St.
ITALIAN SOC LUNCH
Italian Library - 11th floor DHT,
1 pm
P1339 & Labrador lasagna? Your
guess is as good as mine. Stuff
yourself for £1 (Members 80p) .
FLUTE RECITAL
St. Cecilia 's, Cowgate. 7.30 pm,
£1.50
Price includes wine . All proceeds
to Student Aid .
ARTS PEKE
·
Ta lbot Rice· Art Gallery, Old College, 6-8 pm. Launch of " New.
Style" magazine._ Free wine .
Potterrow; till 1 am
The regular rock disco has shifted
from Chambers Street to Potterrow, for the time being at least until it makes too much racket and
wakes up the sabbaticals in the
EUSA offices.

F R I
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SUN

8

FEB

BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
Plessance Sports Centre
1-3.30pm
Not a sport for short arses like me
but all are welcome. Stilts available on request.
METH SOC
Nicolson
Square
Methodist
Church
8pm
Rev. Chris Hughes-Smith talks
about the "Changing face of student religion ."

TUES 10 FEB
EU FOLK SOC
Guitar and fiddle workshops.
Singing, dancing and lashings of
ginger beer. Why not go along?
Bottles welcome (it says on the
leaflet).
8 pm till late
. STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT
Chapla incy Library area
1-2pm
Question the meaning of life
over lunch.
" SCOTTISH FOOTBALL
ITS
PLACE IN SOCIETY"
Room 901 DHT
7pm
Our rector (grovel, creep) Archie
MacPherson and Scottish journalists discuss the philosophy of
football .
LABOURCLUB
Faculty room south, DHT, 1 pm
Glyn Ford, MEP for Manchester
will give a talk on the document,
"Against Racism and Fascism in
Europe."
Hl~HLAND SOC
West End Hotel; 7.30 pm
Poetry evening with Aonghas
MacNeacail, Maolaid C~aimbeul
and others.

FEB WED 11 FEB

EU POLITICS SOC
DHT Faculty Room North
1 pm
Come on down and hear Prof.
William Wallace of Glasgor University (boo hiss!) speaking on
East West Relations .
FRIDAY NIGHT ...
SATURDAY MORNING
Potterrow
8pm-1 am
Get into the groove and out of a
rut in Potterrow. Happy Hour
8.30-9.30 and live music from
The Cataran ..
EU CONSERVATIVE
ASSOCIATION
Open Committee Meeting, Balcony Room, Teviot 5 pm.
CHRISTIAN UNION
• Chaplaincy Centre, Coffee 7 .45
pm talk 8.15 pm .
EU SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC ClUB
The start of a major SOC initiative
to "pole axe the poll tax" and
fic:iht the "community charge "
Teviot Row Union _
Till2am
Usual discos, happy hours and
friendly frolics among the trendy
trainer brigade!
Chambers Street
Till 11 pm
Shortened version of the regular
disco.

SAT

Chambers Street
Till11 pm
Again, the usual Saturday night
high-spot of Edinburgh

FEB

ARCHAEOLOGY SOC
CONFERENCE
-O!;iT Lecture Hall C
10 am-5.30 pm
£3.50 unwaged. £5.00 waged .
From Ai.lien Banks, 19 George
Sq. "Permanent or Temporary: A
dilemma of settlement Archaeol7"
f r II ou di ers.

GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow, 8 pm
LABOUR CLUB
Chaplaincy Centre 5.15 pm
Speaker and discussion on South
Africa .
ESCA RAFFLE TICKET RETURNS
Mandela Centre, under the dome
between 1 and 2 pm. Take back
your tickets.
Pleasance
Jazz - much under publicised go along for an alternative to the
good ol' GBC (know what I mean).

AIDS LECTURES
A number of Faculty-based lectures on Aids for the information
of staff and students.
Thurs 5 Feb, Medicine and
Dentistry, 5.15 pm at Anatomy
Lecture Theatre, Medical Buildings, Teviot Place.
Fri 6 Feb, Law 1.10 pm at Room
270, Faculty of Law, Old College.
Mon 9 Feb, Science 1.10 pm at
Main Lecture Theatre, Department of Zoology.
Tues 10 Feb, The Bush 1.10 pm at
Veterinary Field Station Lecture
Theatre.
Wed 11 Feb, Vet. Medicine 1.30
pm at Main Hal), Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Summerhall.
Thurs 12 Feb, Science 1.10 pm at
James Clerk Maxwell Building,
Lecture Theatre A.
Fri 13 Feb, Social Sciences 1.10
pm at DHT Lecture Theatre A.
Mon 16 Feb, All Faculties 5.15 pm
and DHT Lecture Theatre B.
Students may be required to
show their matriculation card

SHAME
Venue
10 pm; about £1.50
WE FREE KINGS
Rumours
Flutes, violins, guitars and a singer
w ith jumping beans down his
trousers. So if the band aren't
going places he certainly is!
BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley
9pm; Free
Pop/Folk

F R I
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MICRODISNEY
Coasters
Small combo sound from a band
recently seen on The Tube and
Saturday Superstore where they
got 32 points in the 'Video Vote'.
PRIMEVELS
Venue
10 pm; about £1 .50
THECATARAN
Potterrow
·8 pm; Free
..
Loud, twin guitar sound reminiscent of Stiff Little Fingers .
LA PAZ
Preservation Hall
Free till 9 pm; £1 after
SNO
Usher Hall
7.30 pm; £2-£154
Mozart's Overture Symphony in
·G; Mozart's Sinfonia Concertante
in E flat; Mahler's Symphony No.

1.
EU CONCERTS
McEwan Hall
1.10 pm; Free
The EU Faculty of Music continues
its fascination for organ players,
with Robert Coates and John
Walker playing, among others, 'A
Fancy For Two To Play' by Tomkins.

SAT

7

FEB

JESSE RAE
Venue
·10 pm; about £1.50
.
Dressed as a fighting Highland
clansman and wielding his sword,
Jesse provides damn good
.Scotch Rock,

TOTAL AND THE BOSTONS
Preservation Hall
..2 pm; Free
LIZA SCOTT AND
EAST COAST ROCK
Preservation Hall
Free till 9 om: £1 after

SUN

8

FEB

ALBAN BERG STRING QUARTET
Queen's Hall
7.45 pm; £2.50-£5.50
(concessions available)
Schubert's Quartet in E flat Major;
Shostakovich's Quartet No. 7;
Beethoven's Quartet in C sharp
Minor.

MON

9

FEB

PSYCHEDELIC FURS
Playhouse
7.30 pm; £5, £6
They had to cancel their last gig
here. So here's another chance to
see the band who were playing to
capacity audiences on their last
tour of America .
BLUES BROTHERS
Preservation Hall
9 pm ; Free
Shouldn'tthis be in the Film List?
STEVE MARRIOTT BAND
Venue
10 pm ; about £1.50
Steve used to be in The Small
Faces if that means anything to
you!

TUES 10 FEB
UP MACHINE
Venue
10 pm; £1.50
Electro Funk

WED 11 FEB
CHARLIE McNAIR'S JAZZ. BAND
Preservation Hall
9pm; Free
Jazz, believe it or not, and pretty
good at that!
THE PAINTED WORD
Venue ..
10 pm; about £1.50
Glasgow band providing intelligent melodic songs.

EDINBURGH SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Q~een's Hall
WHAT'S ON STAFF
7.30pm;£2
...
Benjamin Frankel's Symphony ALM
Fran Hughes, Joe Lurie
No. 5; Rachmaninov's Piano Con- THEATRE
Lorna Henderson
certo No. 2; Ravel's Pavane; Rous- EXHIBS
Sandra Catto
sel's Bacchus et Arianne, 2nd UNIVENTS Fran, Lorna, Sandra
Suite.
'MUSIC
Ralph Hasselgran

OD EON
CLERK STREET
· ODEON1

031-667 7331/2

The International Box Office Sensation
PAUL HOGAN in

CROCODILE DUNDEE (15)
Separate programmes at 1.45, 3.50, 6.05, 8.35. Sunday 6.05, 8.35.

ODEON 2

A wanm , nostalgic and moving comedy ,
KATHLEEN TURNER in FRANCIS COPPOLA S

PEGGY SUE (\OT MARRIED (15)
Separate programmes at 2.15 (exc. Sun.), 5.45, 8.30.

ODEON 3

FREDDY'S REVENGE

A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET PART 2 (18)
Separate programmes at 2.00 (exc. Sun.), 6.40, 8.50. Saturday 4.30, 6.40, 8.50.

LATE NIGHT MOVIES AT 11.15 pm
Sat 31st January CROCOOILE DUNDEE (15)
Fri 8th Feb · James Dean EAST OF EDEN (15) Ii REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE (15)
Sat. 14th Feb.: ·ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW (15l& YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN (15)
·
Students £2 on produc:tlon of matric card.

ROBERT HALPERN
The Outrageous- Mystical - Hilarious Hypnotist
Every Saturday at 11.15 pm. All seats £2.50. Late Bar.
LOOKOUT FOR:
From 27th Feb.: Sean Connery THE NAME OF THE ROSE (15)
The new terror of THE FLY (15)
From 13th March : Paul Newman, Tom Cruise THE COLOR OF MONEY (15)
From 15th March : Harrison Ford THE MOSQUITO COAST IPG)
STUDENTS-All performances up to 6 pm : £1.50.
After 6 pm: £2 on pre 1uction of matric cards!
Join our Video Library · -Membership only £1.00
O n 12 noon-10 m· Sunda 4-10 m.
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Provincial types
DRAMA
LA FEMME DU
BOULANGER
Adam House; 27 to 31 Jan.

John Linton - the naive boulanger.

Photo: Lizzy Venables

Les Escogriffes first mainterm
of the year, La Femme du
Boulanger, was an ambitious project which showed a determined
desire for farcical authenticity in
its direction. Insular vi ll age life in
France during the 1930's, its petty
gossip , desire to make private
concerns public , i.n this case a
woman 's infidelity , and above all,
its human stereotypes, are the
substance of this play. This is visually expressed in the closeness of
the set, imaginatively built by
Adam Crosthwa ite , i~ which the
three great French mstttut1ons , .
bakery , bar and ch~rch, comfortably enclose .the actto~. . .
The predictable s1mphc1ty of
the plot - the sensual, bored
young wife who runs away with
the
handsome
passionate
shepherd from the stable o~der
husband -places the emphasis of
interest on sparkling depiction of

character. It is obviously here that
Anclrea Spencer-Cooke most
encou ntered problems in the
direction and showed courage in
finding solutions. The stock provincial stereotypes village
idiot, scandal stirring frustrated
spinste r, haught y local nobility ,
loutish insensitive peasants were summoned up by the actors
with sk ill , but for the most part
lacking the flouri sh and vigour
required to rework stereotype
into a rchetype, and so lure the
audience into laug'hing at worn
jokes and situations.
It is evident that some of the
problems lay in trying to create .a
·very realistic French country
en'v'1ronment ot mixed age with a
largely young English student
company. Too much energy was
spent in adopting unconvincing
Southern French accents (which
came across either as bad French ,
or , in the native or experienced
speakers, as artificially altered
syllables in a basically cosmopolitan idiom) , in endeavouring to
seem ofder or even , in the case of
Charlotte Renshore, in appearing
to be male instead of concentrating on cha;acterisation .
Notably , therefore, the best
and funniest scene was when the
fisherman Maillefer , played by

George Main, a mature member
of the case, keeps the avid villagers waiting for information on
the runaway couple by describi ng
with lengthy detail of his fishing'
his seeing them, a scene power'.
fully directed and blocked, crowd.
ing the characters onto the front
of the stage.
Although the production fai led
to arouse the satirical spirit of
farce, the evident enjoyment of
the actors in working together
created a cohesion that helped to
conceal the flaws of the drama, as
did some of the performances:
Joseph Crossman as the perfect
Jean-Claude
village
idiot ,
Mariaud confident as the sensitive
and generous hunter , and ex.
teacher John Linton admirable as
the naive and faithful 'boulanger',
who succeeded in evoking pity
even in some of Pagnol's most
sentimental
characterisation .
Overall this was a worthy attempt
to recreate the difficult medium of
farce with the limited resources
that Escogriffes must always face
as a French-speaking theatre company.

Debbie Lewis

"Real People"

A sense of common humanity.

THE BUSKER
Traverse; until 8th Feb.
It's difficult to enjoy The
Busker. The play has virtually no
plot and , unlike , say. Pinter. no
suspense . The charnctcrs do not
set out to e ngage our sympath y.
Th e attempts to involve the audience arc half-hearted and the
humour is incidental , rat her than
a contrived effect. Kelman pays so
littl e attention to the audience
th at we become observers on the

A REVOLUTION
Bedlam; 28.th Jan .
I fumbled for my seat in the
Bedlam's murky interior. The set
before me was good-dull drapes
and a precariously balanced window pane. Downstage was a big
fierce-looking
branch .
A spotlit Oisin Peters, propped
on his own portable bar-stool .
read Yeats' "To Ireland in the
Coming Time" followed by a
rather sombre play with the rather
fun title, "Purgatory" . The Irish
accents were fun too . However,
Tom Maguire as theOld Man was
good and doleful.
The second play, "Cathleen in
Hoolihan", was a nice wee contrast - a family are gathered in
the kitchen where "Faitherr's"
counting the dowry his son has
just brought home. An Old Bag

li ke that at all. Beckett's characters are, in some sense, abstractions . When Estragon says "Nothing happens. nobody comes,
nobody goes, it's awful!" he is
describing something call ed the
human condition.
By contrast, Kelman 's characters remain recognisable people.
Like real people. they talk for the
sake of talking and the language is
authentic and colloqui al. When
the busker says ''l'm just not 'right
love ." he is making conversation.
Yet Kelman manipulates real
experience int o art. ( In this sense
terms like '·real people" are conPhoto: Oliver Lim
tradictory , yet I still think they
outside of a goldfish bowl. But
make a va lid point about his
you ca nnot condemn th e pl ay by
work .) The play exam ines, in
self-consciously close
stand ards it
detai l, th e
changing
rejects. From outside the goldfish
relationship between the characbowl, I found it fascinating and
ters , and in particular the way in
strangely memorable .
which the other two become:
A busker is playing on a pave- dependant
o n the
busker.
ment in Birmingham. A man
Although they a rgue, some sense
comes along and helps him to co l- of common humanity unites
lect money. A woman comes them, which is revealed when the
along and talks to them both. She
woman faints (through hunger).
faints, recovers and leaves, that's They split up as casuall y as they
it.
met but. by now, some bond has
Last week I said the play
been developed. Something has
sou nded like a Glaswegian wait- been achieved.
ing for Godot. but in fact it is not
Andrew Sparrow
hobbles in , in search of rest. After
some obscure mumblings on her
part. the son starts getti ng all sorts
of weird notions into his head
about running off to fight for I reland and leaving his bride behind.
At least this way, according to the
Old Women , he will be remembered , instead of stagnating in a
two-up two-down with his wife
and 2.14.
Gillian Adams

THE MS.FITS
Traverse; 29-30 Jan.
I am disappointed. I went along
to watch this feminist double act
expecting to see the usual overweight ,
under-educated
Greenham Common types, in
some crudely masked attack on
the horrors of hetrosexuality:
then , with choice expletives, I

Superhuman performance of stunning virtuosity.

WAR MUSIC

Bedlam; until 7th February
The Bedlam would have been
overflowing tonight , had each
member of the five-strong aud ience been gifted with a fraction of
the talent that allowed one man to
fill the stage with enough gods and ._
heroes to give the Trojan Horse
serious indigestion .
" I have gazed on the face of
Agamemmnon ", read the famous
telegram from Eric Schliemann
during his excavations on the possible site of Troy; I , too, have
could write a piece that wou ld gazed upon that face, and many
make the Fa ustus review look others besides: Patrocles, .Odyspositively glowing! Problem. I seus , Ajax and Hector spring up
enjoyed every damned minute .
like wa rrio rs born from dreagon 's
We are treated to a series of teeth ; the massed Trojan army
cleverly linked sketches written inches forward, straining against
and performed by the devastat- an onslaught of Greeks. Thetis ·
ingly talented Rona Munro and shimmers beneath the cool waters
Fiona Knowles. The linking. of th e Aegean , while Hele n
theme being two women soldiers sweats (or merely glows?) atop
guarding a fortress (with two cric- the sun-baked Trojan ramparts ;
ket stumps) from an army of men : far away on Olympus, Hera purrs
the open question was why they simperingly at a meditative Zeus.
were fighting and what they were
Christopher Logue's adaptahghtmg about. The dialogue tion from the Iliad breathes life
reminiscent of "Rosancrantz and into Homer; Peter Florence's
_Guilderstern are dead" had the superhuman performance of stunaudience in epileptical fits and the ning virtuosity sparks electricity
comic timing (ok - so it's a into Logue . This is no dry and
cliche) was simply superb.
dusty resuscitation of an overInterspacing the above were worked literary text; it is a dramavarious poems , songs and tic incarnation that fully bears out
sketches, which were without the toothless chattering of totterexception , stunning.
ing classicists as they have stammered in praise of the vitality and
Tom Leopold

power of Homer's text.
Jn truth , Hom er's Iliad is
unquestionably on e of the tower·
ing masterpieces of literature; an
epic in 24 books which depicts the
attempts of the Greeks to sack
Troy and restore the abducted
Helen to her husband Menaleus
From this massive structure,
Christopher Logue has careful~
selected four books, whic :
through focusing upon the. 111
fated Patroclus and his retauon·
ship with the sulking Achilles;
ach ieve an independent sense 0
unity that simultaneously ca~
tures the tragic spiri t of Homer s
of
original.
There is a pervasive sense
wastefulness of the pointlessness!
'
h mus
of the slaughter. Deal A bit·
come , but let it be glorious. dds
ter cynicism thus freq uently a •s
a slight edge to Peter .F!oren~:at
smooth voice; a cynicism black
occasionally borders.. on of the
comedy . The versauhty
flll·
. h'mg; he is enoin a
man 1.s astoms
ous , he is tiny; he bellows. Mis
whisper , or shouts sotto voce;h 50
the awesome Bombax wt neit
stitches in his ·face; t.hepering
moment,
the
whim
Thackta.
. .
. simply.
War Music is, quite bas wil·
enthralling. The Beldamble since
nessed nothing com para t dur·
Peter Florence was there 1as '
ing the Festival .
..1-lobt
Michael,... ,..,
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day , not grand or imposing, patronising or sentimental. Alexander Carse's great gift is his democratic eye. He paints peasants and
ridiculing
bourgeo.is without
either, he even places them in
conjunction without discrimination , as in the painting of country
relations coming to visit town
folk. Sentimentality bedevilled
those who came after him , but
none of these noxious traits infuse
his work . Carse does not have the
Dutch eye for dirt: his scenes of
village life aremarkably neat and
tidy, pots and pans stacked and
shining , faces ordinary but in the
pink of health, clothes clean and
neatly ironed.
Carse's training was fairly
rudimentary , and it shows. But
perhaps if it had been more extensive - and towards the classical
. -he would have lost his delight in
everyday life.
For such a mild mannered
painter, Carse has a surprising
interest in pub brawls and games
of football (apparently one and
the same in the eighteenth century) one particular game painted
near Berwick shows about three
players left standing, the rest lying
around displaying various wounds
of a near fatal type. Makes you
wonder what he 'd have made of
Lothian Road after Hearts v. Hibs
on a Saturday afternoon: "Plus ~a
change, plus !st la meme ch use."

PHILIPPE LELIEVRE
French Institute; until 27 Feb
Perhaps from the jardinier
lighting his Gaulois, or even the
chateau nestled amongst the rolling fields, a charming French
atmosphere surrounds prints by\
Philippe Lelievre currently o~ displ ay at the French lnst1tute .
Catching a moment m time,
Lelievre intimately reveals mundane scnes bathed in a sharp
Mediterranean light.
The speckled technique. of
printing evokes a misty, occasionally mirk y atmosphere . The
technique attempts to shadow the
insubstantial "doll-like" drawing
of the figure, which reduces the
strength of the composit.ion .. A
tranquil air covers dusky mtenor
scenes, especially in the artist's
series suggesting sleep. "Femme
dorm ant sur le cote" captures the
static peace of a woman deep in

CLASSICAL
SCO/MAXWELL DAVIES
Queen's Hall, 31st Jan .
Twenty years ago few would
have predicted that Peter Maxwell Davies then shocking London 's musical establishment with
his innovative contemporary
music ensemble the Fires of London would have moved on to
become the . latest darling of the
Edinburgh concert-going public.
But now the Fires of London have
been wound up and Sir Peter,
complete with newly-granted
knighthood, spent Saturday evening conducting the SCO in Mozart
and Haydn at the Queen 's H all:
Yet this is not a case of selhng
out tci the establishment. His commitment to his own creativity
remains in his con tinuing flow of
work as does that to 20th-century
music in general within his carefully chosen concert programmes.
The inclusiOn of popular works by
Mozart and Haydn irfSaturday's
Programme allowed hi;; own overture Jimmack the Postie and

Arrival of the country relations - Alexander Carse.
"decayed and superannuated
artists"(!) This is probably one of
the few exhibitions he has ever
had , it will no doubt be a lo~g time
before he is exhumed agam. He

Speckled technique.

1813/23 . As one would expect, the
prints. are predominently muted
blues, greens and greys; depicting
ships, cliffs, sea, more ships,
churches, castles, even more
The Scottish Gallery until 4th feb
ships, docks and rocks and - yes
you've guessed it - ships. The
style and age is dated , but
The Scottish Galery is, in fact a nevertheless nostalgic.
·
fine art dealers , so when you pay a
Alternatively downstairs is a
visit , you can expect to be greeted cross-section of work by Robert
by a vast diversity of ma ten al, Henderson Blyth (19 19-1972)
mediums- and - prices!
- RSA. His oils, watercolours and
My visit was no exception; drawings note his experiments
luscious wall hangings dep1ctmg and abi.lity as a modern artist.
abstracted images of birds in While his watercolours hint at a
flight , and variations upon the subtlety of Turner, in oils .he
more palatable ideas in cream1cs experiments with colours hke
ana jewellery.
Matisse, planes and shapes hke
The two main exhibitions are in Picasso and uses scratched surdirect contrast with each other; faces a~d think impasto to build
the only linking factors: that both up reliefs like Jean Dubuffet.
are male artists , and both are Diversity , variety and 1m~gm a
dead. Upstairs is a selection of tion -what more could a girl ask
Aquatints by William Daniell RA for.
(1769-is37). From his series " A
Alison Brown
Voyage Round Great Britain"

sleep.
An array of "chocolate box"
landscapes depicting rural scenes
contrast with the atmosphenc
interiors. They possess a nonidentity, portraying merely a
bleak
view.
Repetitiously,
perhaps characteristically, sharp
light sunsh ine catches traces of
each landscape.
Although Philippe Lelievre
handles wide ranges of subtle colours adequ ately , from dappled
grey to subtle turquoise , there is
undoubtedly a quaint, possibly
sentimental atmosphere throughout his etchings. "Chateau de
Pierrefonds" depicts the symbolic
French building yet overlooks
both the true characteristics and
atmosphere escaping a g~and
monument. Certai nly the mt1macy and . charm reduce the
nature of the prints, and therefore
many etch ings appear quaint.
Melanie Steel
Schoenberg's Verklarte Nacht to
be given before a capacity audi ence .
In a pleasantly incisive and
lightly . textured performance of
Mozart's Clarinet Concerto, th e
SCO displayed its own strengt~ by
employing its . own . pnnc1pal
clarinetist. Lewis Collins as soloist. Mr Colins produced a particularly beautiful tone in the wellknown 2nd movement.
Davies' . work , Jimmack the
Postie a portrait of a~ Orkney
postman provided a witty overture to the concert. Playful wo~d
wind passages added .humour with
the more lyrical sections suggesting the more reflective si_de of the
Scottish character.
Schoenberg's sensuous masterpiece was given in the arrangement for string orchestra rather
than the original string sextet.
Davies' approach was broad and
deliberate and lost some of the
tension in the edarly part of the
work. This however produced an
appropriate breadth and warmth
in the closing sections dep1ctmg a
reaffirmation of the strength of
human love.

must be one of the most sympathetic painters of small genre
pictures this country has produced.
Fly

Carse catches a humour in a
situation and conveys it, even
without superb drawing skills. He
died in debt , after living out his
final years on a small pension for

WILLIAM DANIELL RA
ROBERT HENDERSON
BL"\'THRSA

SNO/MAGA

Usher Hall; 30th January
Music is very delicate and
must be treated with the utmost
care if it is to survive, let alone
flourish. Too often it is mishandled , and not only by amateurs.
The concerto is a particularly susceptible genre, req uiring · not
merely technical bnlhance nor
siimily suitability to the work , but
a balance of the two. This concert
restored my faith in the concerto
in particular, and music in general.
The programme's arrangement , with Beethoven's Coriolan
Overture and Bruch's Violin Concerto No. 1 preceding the interval ,
followed by Sibelius' Symphony
No. 5, implies strongly that the
last, a much more major work
than the others, was to be the
main work in the concert. The
superlative playing of the Bruch
entirely belied this order, leaving
the audience with a feeling of antclimax at the end of the concert; a
feeling of almost being let down .
This was a shame, as the symphony was extremel.y. well and
accurately played, g1vmg. on~ ~
sense of being let into S1behus
Colin Moodie
, . ·-··

orchestra and the soloist, but does
not really give the orchestra much
of a chance at all.
Edith Volckaert is a brilliant
violinist but she is more than
that bri,lliance implying superificiali;y. She takes the music gently
through every subtle mood , singing in a sonorous alto or a reverent
treble , constantly giving the
impression of being alert and
aware. She is in tune with every
humour of the music and treats it ,
with respect.
Katie Alcock

own private world , with the many
contrasts and contradictions inherent in it. These contrasts were
made the most of by the lack of
anticipation of changes on the
part of the orchestra , and there
were some beautiful moments , m
particular the brea tM~king and
hypnotic string term uh m the fmal
movement and the breadth of the
main Iheme on the horns.
Bruch's Violin Concerto No. 1
is an unusual work in that .it does
not merely not represent a
partnership
between
the
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COMPETITION TIME
The winners of last week 's Peggy Sue competition are Robert A
Cranston, Shona Gibson and Rory Banyard . Come on down to th~
Student office to collect the bounty.
This week, the CAMEO cinema is offering the prizes. There are
four of them , each consisting of a T-shirt and sou ndtrack with
Bowie, Roger· Waters , Genesis a nd more , all from When the Wi~d
Blows.

Aga'in, the question is ridiculously simple:
Can you name two books by Reymond Briggs, other than

When the Wind Blows?
Just get your answers in to the Student office film tray , 48 Pleasa nce
by 1 pm on Monday, not forgetting na mes and addresses.
'
Next week, watch out for a rev iew of the excellent Salvador. If you
hate American imperialism, this is the film for you, and it starts this
Sunday at the Filmhouse.
Also watch out for Rumble Fish , also at the Filmhouse, on Monday
and Tuesday. Francis Ford Coppola directs Mickey Rorke and Matt
Dillon in glorious monochrome. With an excellent soundtrack by
Stewart Copeland it could hardly fail to become the c ult classic of
teenage rebellion that it has done .
Ignorance, fall-out and politics are some of the things examined by When the Wind Blows. Oh yes, also
the uselessness of a wooden door versus an SS20.
wall. The consequences are tragi- illustrator, !las attracted major
British talent from all quarters in
WHEN THE WIND BLOWS . cally inevitable.
Throughout the film , there is a the making of the film . Veterans·
CAMEO
sinister contrast between the John Mills and Peggy Ashcroft
Dir: Jimmy T. Murakami
atmosphere of world destruction play the doomed couple with witty
Whatever preconceived ideas and this well-meaning but pitifully perception, and David Bowie
contributes a title song to an
people may have had from the ignorant couple.
They live with a rose-tinted impressive soundtrack.
widespread publicity for this film,
All in air, it makes a refreshing
they might not be prepared for its .spectacle idea of World war Two,
with its rationing, belt-tightening change to see such a serious sub-·
reality.
The story involves Jim and and 'never surrender' attitude, ject tackled , not in some governHilda Bloggs; supposedly repre- and refer constantly to the infalli- ment documentary or epic sobsenting Mr and Mrs Average, with bility of the governmental 'powers story, but through the medium of
a decidedly sub-average aware- th at be', while their neighbourness of the current nuclear threats hood has become a wasteland and
on their green and pleasant part of their bodies are beginning to
deteriorate under the nuclear
England .
In their isolated littl e cottage radiation.
Despite the so mbre subj ect
they concern themselves with
nothing more important than matter of the film , there are
their endless cups of tea and odd moments of manic humour , fo1
inst ance when Hircla Blogg~
jobs round the house.
When the nuclear crisis finally refuses to take cover when the
results in an attack , the Bloggs three-minute warning's been
consider themselves well-pro- given, because she's got a cake in
tected , huddled under an offi- the oven.
The book When the Wind Blow.1
cially recommended shelter,
which is nothing more than an has been a bestsell er since 1982
unhinged door leant against the and Raymond Briggs , the writer/

Martin Scorsese is definitely one of America's best directors.
We attempt a what and why type of analyses , as well as a look
at his new film, The Color of Money.

I

The early ·1970s '""a period of
upheaval in Hollywood dm·ma ;
the moguls who had conlrolkd lhl'
studios since their inception wen"·
slowly crumbling awai·. American
film had entered its first old age
and could not keep in touch with
the frendk changes in modern
society.
A rejuvenation of spirit came
with the onslau ght of new talent:
Martin Scorsese~ Bri;111 De Palma ,
Francis Coppola and George
Lucas were .among the wavl..' of
,energetic young. directors who
gave a new spark to film-making.
They were the "movie brats" , the
first. post-WWII generation who
grew up with cinema playing an
integral role in childhood. Martin
Scorsese . one of the finest of this
nc.w school, was in Edinburgh last
Sunday to speak at the Filmhousc.
Scorsese's stronghold in American cinema stems from the higher
personal experiences he ingrains
into his films. Rai~cd in a predominantly Italian section of New
York City. much of his · work
revolves ardund the tribulations
·Of this upbringing. Most of Scor·sese 's early films, including shorts
and documentaries, focus on
urban and ethnic environments.

In hi s katur,· film s. th,· bulk nl
Scor:-.c:-.e·s C<lllCc11tr~1tion fall :-. llll

A major factor in th,· effectiveness of Scorsese" film s derives
from hi' abi lit y to select a convincing ra:-.t. Sc:or:-.csc :-.han::-. ari inti -·
mate rdationship with Robert De
Niro. whom he has worked with in

psycholog.irnl analysis of a central
charactn. An urban lhc·111c· which
.run~ thnH1 ~h

man\ of hi:-. motion

pictures. i~cluding /?11gi11.~ Rull.
Taxi /)ril'cr and M1·a11 Stn·ets.
centres on the alienation of the
individual from society . The· main
figures in his dramas arc loners :
they stand apart from others in
·confusion. unable to cope in normal situations. Eve n in later
works. when Scorsese explores
the field of comedy in A/i<'I' I/ours
and King of Comedy, his heroes
have trouble interactin~ wilhin
their surro(111dings. Travis Bickle
in T<1xi Dril'('/' and Rupert Pupkin
in King of Co111edy arc so obliviPaul Newman as a hustler,
ous to standard norms that th.cy
.cannol perceive their own unor- hvc features. the Scorsese-De
thodox bcfiaviour as aberrant. As. Ni(o combination is so powerful it
the world closes in on Travis' is oflcn difficult to differentiate
Bickle, and he takes to armin~ the input of the director from lhc
'
himself with four concealed hanl actor.
Brilish writer-director and
guns. he is completely unaware
and unconcerned with approp- ·companion Of Scorsese, Michael
. riate social conduct. Scorsese b Powell, has noticed the magic
amazingly adept at protraying the bond between the two: "They
troubled souls who try so despcr- have worked together so closely.
atejy to break out of their shells. and so long that they ~an almost
but .remain trapped by what sur- be said to have invented each
rounds-them.
other. Martin's thoughts become

cartoons, charming, but sophisticated enough to represent human Relax where you are welcome:
archetypes recognisable to a large
audience of all ages .
There has been some controversy as to whether any chil(CRAIGS CLOSE) COCKBURN STREET/
dren should be allowed to see this
MARKET STREET
film. I think it singularly appropriate for the "children" who have
created and continue to support
Bar with Bistro Food at
the current nuclear stalemate.
its best: 12-2.30; 5-7.00
Briony Sergeant ·

THE PIMPERNEL

McEwans 80/- cask 80p
Tartan
80p
Harp
80p
For the special occasion try our
ala carte restaurant with
superb French country cooking.

PARTIES WELCOME
031-226 3537

Bob's actions." Under Scorsese's
direction . De Niro brought vivacity to many divcr>C characters.
including a portraya l of fighter
Jake La Motta in Raging 8111/ , for
which · he won an Acade my
Award.
,Taxi - /)1fr<'I' C<lll be jtixtaposcd,
next to Afl<'r /lours; the one a.
·spring-loaded . violent psycho'trag.cd y. th e other a hc, itantl y
paced black conll'dy. The two
New York film s use: dra,ticall y
different methods to make similar
con11ncnts abo ut an individual
trapped in the quagmire of an
incomprc~cnsiblc socicly.
His latest film , The Color of
Money, is a real goodie as the Filmhouse's
special
preview
revealed. Certainly his most commercial film to date, it's not
loaded with the type of claustrophobic psychological intensity
of Taxi Driver or After Hours .
Instead it's loaded with style and
character, as this sequel to The
Hustler plots "Fast Eddie's" (Paul
Newman) return from middleaged stagnation to the vitality of
•ruthless pool hustler. Tom Cruise,
as the naive but talented pool
show-off, inspires this rebirth,
, effecting an interesting exchange
of youth for worldliness in their
relationship. The photography is
superb, and Cruise can act, all of
which will become apparent when

The Color of Money reaches Edin·
burgh in March .
Scorsese, gave a fascinating
Guardian Lecture last week at the
- Filmhouse. He covered his early
years at New York Unive.rsity,
't hose with Roger Corman, and his
influences (mainly early s1xues
Italian and French, but with H11ch
cock and Powell and Pressburger
there too) ; he spoke at length, an.d
with some bitterness, about his
personal project which was aban·
doned by Paramount in 1984. Cal·
,led The Last Temptation of C~rJSI,
it was to have starred Aidan
Quinn in the title role, but the
studio nervous of making such a
contr~versial and expensive f~m
so far away (Israel), withheld t~e
money . That is why , apparent y,
Star Trek IV is filmed in mode!ll·
day San Fr~ricisco! His. expen·
ences working with Paul N~· 
man, Tom Cruise, Robert . re
Niro and Bertrand Tavernie.'
'd . hi JO
director of Round Mi mg 'd·JS·
which Scorsese acted, were e
cussed. The next' time you :en
Raging Bull, watch closely. w u
De Niro asks Joe Pesci, "DidJi~O
fuck my wife?". Wh~t. De sci's .
actually said to elicit ~e 00
shocked reaction was "Did Y
fuck your mother"!
Graham BentoP
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Falien Angell?
In the first of a new series looking at the people behind local places, Clare MacLaren bravely ventured into
the Metro Cinema (formerly the Classic), where she met its manageress, Mrs Angell ...
passes away a couple of hours for
before we even run it."
the m because as many say,
So , what sort of people frethey've no heating. They get two.
quent the Metro cinema?
fi lms running continuously so you
"A mixture. Thursday, Friday,
can sit there from 12.30 in the day
Saturday, it's amazing how many
couples come in. In the afternoon
I would say there were more busi- "The picture juddered and
ness people than anything. At one . words, no story, just blatant,
tim.e when it used to be the Classic
The Metro "Adults Only"
and Canon, it was just sort of
until 9.10 at night , and no one
Cinema Club is the sort of place
working-class people , but now
would put you out. A couple of
you walk past quickly, yet can't
, I've noticed the change myself,
the elderly ones just sit there
help sneaking a !ook out of she.er
it's entirely business."
because there's nowhere else to
curiosity. The film titles on disAgewise: " I would say they're
go."
play - "Reckless Romps with a
in their twenties right up into their
However , she doesn't feel sorry
Nympho Nun", "Secret Confessixties." (They even introduced
for them, as such:
sions of a Naughty Nanny" - are
concessionary prices for OAPs.)
"I take them as I find them . ...
suggestive and frequently redoThe male/female ratio has also
They speak to me , I speak to
lent of corrupted tnnocence or
changed in recent years:
them. I always try to be pleasant."
authority. But whether our
I enquired about her family.
attitude be one of embarrass- L..-...:.-J...~~-~--'""'"._.11
Yes, she is married and no , her
counter
to
the
ticket
machine
.
ment , amusement or outrage, the
husband does not watch the films.
"Have you got a membership
Metro has a membership of over
And if he did?
five thousand people, making it a card? Well, it's£1 membership for
"! wouldn't really mind actually
three months and £2 .50 for your
sizeable Edinburgh institution.
because the family have all been
ticket. That 's £3.50 for today ."
The inside of the cinema in it and I can't see much differA girl, who has been sitting in
once the l 00-yard dash to get in
ence. I've got six daughters and
without being spotted is com- silence in the corner so far,
four of them were fourteen
pleted - is like a small and very reaches for a scrappily photoupwards , maybe serving a couple
down-market Odeon. The brown copied paper membership card
of hours behind the kiosk while
carpeted foyer leads dingily to a and hands it to the man as he goes
somebody's on a tea-break."
lounge area with grubby white into the cinema. As the door
opens, a couple of bars of raunchy
"PVC-masq uerading-as-leather"
"At one time I would say it was
settees. T he walls are adorned electric-organ music escape from
strictly male but now I would say
with posters advertisi ng double- the darkness within and a
that there's definitely a mixture
and triple-bills, the designs rely- woman 's voice can be heard
.. . it's still 75 per cent male
ing on scanti ly clad nurses, jungle- moaning encouragement.
I asked Mrs Angell about the
though. "
women and secretaries, all with
The 25 per cent of females may
bulging breasts and seductive sort of films shown in the cinema.
be explained by the late-night
parts. The air is musty with a smell As a club , th ey can show Rl8
crowds and particularly studentvaguel y evocative of public toilets "Blue" movies , whereas public
pullers. There were fourteen perand seedy cafes. Through a sec- cinemas may only show the old Xformances of "The Rocky Horror
"As the door opens, a couple of bars of raunchy electric- Picture Show" before Christmas
year with full hbuses (300
organ music escape from the darkness within and a last
people) at every one. However ,
And what do they think of
woman's voice can be heard moaning encouragement."
there is also a student audience for being involved with pornographic
regular shows, particularly in the films?
evenings on Thursdays , Fridays
"They don't mind. lt'sjust a job
and set of swing doors is the ticket certificate films classed as "soft
and Saturdays - mostly groups, ' to them." However, she kept
kiosk and the entrance to the porn ":
" R 18s arc stronger than those ,"
mostly male , mostly curious and them out of the auditorium until
cinema aud itorium.
out for a laugh.
The manager, Mrs Angell (yes , she says, pointing to a triple-bill
. they turned eighteen:
I was curious to know why she
a woman), was manning the ticket poster of "Emmanuellc" films.
"I wouldn 't let them see the
She
is
vague
when
asked
about
thought people came to see the films till they were eighteen , but if
kiosk. She is in he r early fifties at
films:
a guess, with dyed , bl ack curly the plots of the films :
you ca?, get married at six
"They're usually romantic love
"Business folk are coming in
hair. Dressed smartly , lots of
teen ...
because th ey're passing a couple
make-up , uneven, uncappe.d stories, or they're comedies."
I wondered if she or h..:r staff
Does she have any control over of hours before the next train or
teeth are revealed as she smiles
are ever proposi tioned by any of
the next plane or whatever, the customers:
her welcome. She Zvas worked her what 's shown?
"Sometimes 1 do watch tre
tho'ugh some of the well-dressed
way up with the cinema from part"No, not really. They'll somebusinessmen have been coming in times ask where there's a sauna
time cashier in 1973 to cinema films before they go on. If I
thought
anyth
in
g
was
out
of
place
here
ever
since
I've
been
here
and
manager today. Though the place
near or something." The hint of
they' re in every week.
has changed hands four times and then I would say '1 think we
local prostitution links is received
should
have
that
rectified'
,
but
all
"Then
you
get
the
older
type
of
is about to change again , she
with a vehemently defensive
person .... They come in , I think , denial :
rem ains loyal to it and to her clien- the films we do get are all cenand
and
it
because
they're
lonely
The
cenorship's
on
the
film
sored.
tele:
"After working here for so
long , you get to know them , you
know , and they'll stop and chat
with_vou, especially the regulars."
A man walks in , dressed in suit
and tie , and she makes her way
with a pronounce.ct limp along the

Student apathy is one of the biggest problems this University faces. Paul Jeffrey asks why most of us just can't be
bothered.
Student apathy is one of the
most widespread malaises of the
1980's further education . The
1980's student simply cannot be
b~thered, regarding politics as
either too "dirty" to get involved
with (an NUS poll recently
revealed that students favourite
politicians was "no one - they're
all as bad as each other"), or as
"below" students. The speed with
Which something might be written
off as being " unattainable" or "a
waste of time" is slightly' alarming.
The combination of apathy and
~Ynicism is potentially devastating.

not mean party infighting (which
is what it has tended to become)
but decision making . Thus, any
body whose decisions are taken, be
it the smallest of EU Societies, or
the cabinet itself, is subject to the
same treatment. Any set up might
appear to be awful, yet, even if this
is the case, the only way to hope to
change matters is to work from
within. Constructive suggestions
from inside carry much more
weight than muttered criticisms
from the outside. This appears to
have been forgotten by many
people, judging by the low level of
involvement of many in any areas
of university communal life. The
tendency is criticise first, do second. Surely, it's more fun to at
least have a go?

Party politics is widely regarded
:s Particularly disdainful. HowVer • the fact that party politics
:Pt>ears to involve a degree of
One area of particular neglect at
s(i;icrisy should not mean that
u ents allow themselves to "'Edinburgh is politics. Apathy
remai I
ilcs . n ~ ooffrom all politics. Poli- >really does reign. Even on a·level of
•n •ts broadest sense, should straight apolitical charity, Edin-

"It's a cinema we've never had
any trouble in, and the police have
remarked on that themselves,
considering it's a woman that has
run this -place, this type of

the music crackled - no
well-lit and sordid sex."

unfortunates who have got themselves going enough to do somefhl ng. Thus Student is w·idely criticised forbei ng boring, and the sabbaticals for bei ng ineffectual.
However, there is ii marked lack of
positive suggestions to improve
what is seen as an improvable situation. Likewise, some clubs andsocieties are panned for being
elitist, exclusive and cliquey. Yet
how many of these critics have
really made an effort to get
involved themselves to see what
these various circles/establishments.are like at first hand. I suspect more effort could be made on
recently showed, real impact can both sides, but the tendency is for
be made by students. In Edin- the outsiders not even to bother
burgh, a capital city with a ,large
A recent example will suffice to
population, a similar impact could
be achieved. It is not relevant for shut me up. Two weeks ago, if you
me to speculate as to why French bothered to read about it, there
students are so much more con- , was a demonstration against propcerned for their country's future osed governmental changes to
than British ones, but their action introduce student loans. Despite
does indicate what a motivated the fact that a recent university
poll, taken when students all matbody of students can achieve.
The cynicism which exists is riculated in October showed that
often directed against the few the vast majority of EU st:dents

burgh appears to be markedly
ungenerous in its active appreciation and concern for the less
privileged'. ESCA's fund raising
efforts are scantily rewarded by
the student population as a whole.
As to politics-well it's just so terrible isn't it? We don't want to get
involved at all. Yet we really do
have the power (sorry, this isn't
meant to be a EUSA plug as such).
As the demonstrating in Paris

IOpinionI

cinema. "
I asked Mrs A ngell if she had
had any encounters wi th the
feminist movement:
"The women 's lib? We've had a
couple of them coming into this
place saying they should get rid of
it , but that's it. " She dismisses any
suggestion that the films are in any
way sexist or degrading:
"No, I think that's ridiculous. I
really think it 's ridiculous. I mean ,
sex comes into everyday life ,
doesn't it? They get married, they
have kids , so what's the difference?"
''This place sounds more hke a
community service than a blue
movie club ," I thought to myself
as I crept into the back row of the
cinema. They were midway
thrQugh a film called " 16" which
could have referred to the age of
the film or the age of the girls, I
don't know. The picture juddered
and the music crackled - no
words , no story, just blatant , wellIii and sordid sex. Not so much
sexist as degrading to the act
itself. As the two girls, one man
and the alsatian dog rolled in se lf. consciously erotic poses on the
screen the men in the scattered
audience of ten or so got up singly

METRO

from time to time to go to the
men 's toilet at the front. With the
mixed feelings of pity. disgust and
nausea , I got up and left the place.

. Graphic: John Paul Morrison
opposed loans, a massive total of
twenty
people
were
there
demonstrating. There is nothing
wrong in that alone, had people
not initially said they opposed
loans. The failure of words to be
backed up by actions yet again
(shades of Festival Against
Fowler) is somewhat depressing.
Where on earth have people's ideals and enthusiasm gone? Is it
really necessary to have the lure of
instant satisfaction or pleasure to
induce people to act nowadays? It
would be wonderfully refreshing if
people could at least make an
effort to cut out some cynicism
from university life. A bit more
participation and less apprehension would be very welcomP

• Opinion is no way
reflects the views of the
Editor of Staff of Student.
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Meet the Class Enemy
This week Travel Bug goes to Czechoslovakia where, as a
volunteer in a work camp, Andrew Sparrow did his bit
for East/West relations.
I went to Czechoslovakia looking for oppression . At the border
armed guards came in and
searched the carriage , which was
inconvenient but hardly very
sinister. Walking around Prague
that morning, I noticed the crude,
red posters encouraging people to
" Fight for Socialism and World
Peace" . " Propaganda", I thought ,
but imagine trying to explain to
the Czechs why o ur Government
spe nds millions urgi ng people to
"Tell Sid". After 12 hours in the
country the only evidence I had
th at the citizens of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic were
oppressed was the absence of loo
paper in the toilets .
I had come to join a voluntary
wo rk camp. Two British organisations, Concordia and IVS , will
find places for people on work
camps almost anywhere in

Europe, including the Eastern
bloc. You must pay a registration
fee (about £20) and arrange your
own travel. At 't he camp , you do a
socially useful job with other
young
people
of
differe nt
nationalities. Food and accommodation are provided and the
camps last for two or three weeks .
My camp was in Lidice , a small
village outside Prague. During the
war the Nazis had massacred the
inhabitants and flattened the
houses. We were working on the
war memorial. The Government
likes people to remember the war.
It takes their mind of more recent
invasions .
The camp was friendly. It was
small (7 Czechs, 4 British, 3
Dutch, 1 Swiss, 1 French) and
everyone spoke good E nglish (the
language of the camp). We sle pt
in two large , marquee-type tents

near a football pitch in the village.
The
sleeping
arrangements
changed frequently as people,
long into the· night , made determined efforts to improve East/
West relations . As I said, the
camp was friendly.
On the second day we started
work at 7 am . Six of us had to
move a la rge pile of stones onto a
truck. Two people could have
managed quite easily, by throwing
the stones, but by forming a chain
and passing the stones from person to person , we managed to
involve all six. After this, Yarda ,
the tall and irrepressibly cheerful
camp leader, ordered a break. It
lasted two hours.
This was my introduction to
state socialism. In Czechoslovakia '
everyone is guaranteed a job. The
notion of competition , or effort , is
virtually alien to them. On the
site, the proper employees did

May 1945 - the.liberation of Czechoslovakia. Welcoming the Red
Army in Prague.

Arre~ting deputy Josef Krosnart, a leading representative of th
workmg class movement (1920).
e

even less work than the young volunteers. Nobody seemed to mind ,
except the engineer in charge . He
suffered from some enthusiasm
for the whole project and spent his
day chasing people back to work .
When we discovered that a
work camp was , in fact , nothing of
the sort , we spent most of the time
sitting on the grnund and talking.
The Czechs were not in the camp
because they enjoy lifting stones
and running away from e ngineers.
They took part because th ey are
fascinated
by
Weste rners .
_Capital ist culture is , quite simply ,
more exciting than socialist culture and people like Yarda bitterly resent that it is so difficult for
them to travel to the West. This
matters to them far more than
issues like human rights or
economic prosperity.

Whenever they spoke about
their own system, the Czechs were
reserved and never blatantly critical. There is always the danger
that , if they are reported for doing
something wrong, like, say, mak-·
ing anti-socialist remarks , they
might find their university studie ~
abruptly halted. This is more of a
sinister possibility than a cleat
threat. But it is just as powerful. Jf
you can control wh a t people are
prepared to say, then ultim a te ly
you can control what people are
prepared to think.
The programme of events
included a political discussion
with members of the Communist
Party. The speaker began by
describing th e local district. For
ten minutes he quoted pages of
statistics, of no relevance or
importance , in a deliberate and
successful attempt to bore his
a udien ce into submission . When
at las t he did answer questions , h is
answers consisted of a frustrating
mixture of verbiage and lies. The

Czechs sat through it patiently.
They had heard it a ll before at
school.
Czechs a re not interested in
politics . The ir system is dull,
bureaucratic a nd tedious, there is
no room within it for genuine
political debate and no selfrespecting p erson would take it
seriously . The n o ti on that newspapers might be interesti ng was
quite alien to them.
I we nt to Czechoslova kia look·
ing for oppression. I did not find
it , of course, though it exists.
Instead I found a lot of happy
people livin g in a sad country,
stunted by the lack of political
power.
When I le ft , Y arda talked about
coming to Edi nb urgh. There is a
faint chance that he might be
given one o f th e few places on
work camps a broad . " I hope one
day I can come to sec you,"' he
said, "and stay in your flat and
drink wine with the class e nemy."
I hope so too .

MAC on the Move

Edinburgh University's Money A~vice Centre is
expanding. Susan Moir here outlines what MAC is
attempting to do, and how students can best help themselves with financial difficulties.

MAC,

I work part-time in a pub . To
me MAC means a whisky and
ginger. Like an increasing number
o f my fellow students I work
because I' m ha rd up . Which
brings me to another meaning of
MA C; Money Advice Centre.
T he Money Advice Cent re at
Edi nburgh University doesn ' t
solve students' money problem s.
If it did I wouldn't be working .
But it can help .
The Centre was set up in 1983
when the fin a ncial outlook fo r st udents seemed grim but was in fact
positively radiant compared to
today . The Student Advisory a nd
Counselling Service was at "the
time constantly dealing with stude nts whose money proble ms had
seen the point of no return. MAC
was e nvisaged as a preventative
measure.
. The original aims were to provide inform ation on all possible

sources of finance for students, to
advise in times of crisis to
improve student relations 'with
banks and to encourage practical
budgeting for people like me who
o n a rriving_ at university manage
to blow a sizeable whack of their
gran t on pubs, Societies Fair et al
This sounds like yet anothe~
stiflingly boring action group . But
there's no den_ying the reality of
the present crisis. A reminder of a
few cold hard facts should suffice .
•

•

Grants rose by only 2% this
year. Since 1979, on the Government's own figures, the
real value or · the maximum
grant has been falling.
The scale of parental contributions has been steeply rising.
Parents cannot afford to make
such large contributions. Half
of the students affected do not
receive the full parental con-

caravan , nine to five daily, to the
" Yes , we ll, it might just work"
permanent lunchtime base. More
attention is to focu s o n Freshers'
Week , the only time o f the week
when the desks resemble Greyfr·
•
•
iar's on a Saturday night. And
how best to prepare students for
further benefit and grant cuts ..
Of course this has all been said
before. Endless leaflets, posters,
SRC motions Almost as depres·
sing as the c~ts themselves. It's
sad but true that the last thing any·
one wants to hea r is some society
All of which looks like a compreaching a highfalutin ' gospel on
preh e nsive and coh~rent bean .
st udent apathy .
.h
U nless you happen to be a stuSo if you are exasperated witd
dent. So where does MAC fit in?
the cant of student politics an
Three lunchtimes a week MAC
actually want to see something
volunt eers set up desks at Teviot,
done , think about joining M~Cd
KB and the Student Centre.
This week has been label e
What began as a two hour stint
"MAC on the Move ". If we want
...._____,.'t!lf..-~r.t-----1 on Wednesdays has expanded to expand further next year we're
grad ually over the last few
going to need more voluntee3S.A
yea~s. Rough and ready but growTo join MAC sign up at E
mg ts the impression given. Prob• Students have lost their right
lems_ still beset the society; lack of or desks at Teviot on Monda)'l;
to
Supplementary
and
a suitable venue and volunteers KB on Tuedays, Student Cen~d
Unemployment Benefits durfor KB . Plans for the future range on Thursdays and Appleton a
ing the short vacations.
from the grandiose porta-MAC Main Library tomorrow
•

tribution.
Students living in " halls of
residence", defined to include
university-owned flats, no
longer receive housing benefit.
Entitlement to housing benefit
is to be limited when a student
is absent in the long vacation.

-------------....1

•

These measures are to with·
draw £20 million from students this year. Many students
could be around £500 worse
off.
With considerable investment
in student business the banks
are not going to pull the plug
on students overnight. But
there are signs of a growing
caution at local level over the
provision
of
overdraft
facilities.

Aussie Visit

E_(iin. Uni. 19

New South Wales IIni. 3

fhe resounding choruses of
"Waltzing Matilda" eminat·ng front the Pear Tree's gar~en on Friday night heralded
the beginning of New South
Wales University's Rugby
Football Club.

burgh's tries came. The first came
from a five yard scrum which the
'wans' dominated and Dave Stevens capatilised on his front rows
success by touching down as the
pack crossed the try line.

both came close on two occasions.
Dempster was pushed into touch a
ya(d short after good back-play in
both halves and Offord 1not to be
outdone ,was stopped short on two
occasions with resounding tackles.
After the match result had been
forgotten in the bar and speeches
were over, both sets of players
donned their black ties and
headed for Teviot for the University Rugby Club's Annual Burns
Supper. A great night was had by
all at the end of the evening
after much attempted Ceilidh
dancing by our convict cousins
the spirit of rugby was, as ever,
overflowing. As the lights went
up, the music stopped and Australians and Edinburgh students
alike were scraped off the floor
many Australian accented voices
were heard to slur about coming
back someday. "We're naw awa
to bide awa."
Seamus Beathain

The Edinburgh, and bave Stevens, second try came from a penAfter visiting Ireland and Engalty ten yards out that Edinburgh
land earlier in the month , the
adventurously ran. Stevens colAustralians had come to Edinlected the ball and easily ran in to
burgh for t~~ir only Scotlish date
score. McAlpine converted this
of their Bnt1sh Isles Tour. After
try along with three penalty goals
much 'sheepish' behaviour and. thus proving that the 'wans' have
Castlemain capers from our
another kicker as good as the
friends down-under, fostering our . "cotton-wool wrapped" Dave
rugby relations, ove.r ~he weekend
Marshal.
the serious of the v1s1t soon came
Throughout the game Edinaround on Monday afternoon.
burgh had dominated up-front
The 'wans' had been approach- and their backs, enjoying good
ing this game with some trepida- ball for once this season, showed
tion after recent rugby successes some exciting back-play. Colin
by Australian teams on these, and Dempster and Malcolm Offord on
other, shores.
the wings seemed to enjoy their
This set of Australians did not, afternoon , receiving more ball
however , Jive up to this reputation than normal on a Saturday and
as Edinburgh won easily through
re an v. ng an
two tries and fou r successful kicks
France
v. Wales
by Dave Stevens and Garth McAlv. France
England
pine respectively. The only reply
Scotland v. Ireland
for the visitors was through a penalty by winger Chris Harris.
arch 7 Wales v. England
Edinburgh's coach Arthur Ross
stated after the match that he had
been very pleased by Edinburgh's
set piece play and it was through
these set piec.es that both Edin-

France v. Scotland
arch 21 Scotland v. Wales
Ireland v. France
England v. Scotland
Wales v. Ireland

U
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Twickenham
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Pecker's Patience
Edinburgh Uni. 4 ButeO
In a run unprecedented in
University Shinty Edinburgh
took one step closer to their
first ever place in a national
cup final with a sound drubbing of Bute at Peffermill last
Saturday.
Winning the ball from the first
hit-in Edinburgh immediately followed the pre-match tactical
order to deliver the ball to
"Floppy" Gould who scrambled it
into the net after a goa~ line scuffle. This had the desired effects of
rattling the Bute defence and
restoring "Floppy's" confidence:
now here.was something he could
boast about to his young lady!
Without the least hint of complacency the Uni pinned Bute in their
own half and confidently played
the ball to the forwards. "Minx"
Mcfarlane covered a lot of ground
but was unfortunately too blind
without his contact lenses to actually score. Not so "Grandad"
Samuel; a refugee from Bute he
:was obviously out to impress and
10 ~move belying his ancient years
.dnbbled rou nd two players to
hammer a low ball into the corner
of the net.
In the second half it was Grant
himself who fell foul of a similar
concentration lapse when he delivered a hit out backwards! This
Was an effective laxative for the
~ear who deposited his breakfast
10 his shorts as he rushed to cover
the duff. Fortunately this ra~e slip
"Yas covered and as the half progressed it was evident that it was
Edinburgh who had the upper
hand. A tactical substitution with
::Deputy Dougie" Ross replacing
F1.oppy" , saw Ross stamp his
cl~1n:1 for his place with a goal
W1thm a few minutes: in his own
words "I beat two defenders ,
dummied the keeper to send him
the wrong way and slammed the
,goal home ." One spectator commented that the ball trickled in off
a defender's stick after Ross mis-

hit a pass. "Grandad " Samuels
proved he could stick the pace for
a whole game when he tried one
on (but his marker didn't fancy
him) and then hit the post with a
Jong drive.
Patience Award
Must go to "Pecker" Kinghorn
Utilising all his experience as a
chicken farmer, he hovered
around the edge of the 'D' waiting
his chance to strike. It's the early

bird that gets the worm and
though
no
spring chicken
"Pecker" collected an early ball
from Reekie to round the keeper
and put away the final goal , crowing with delight at his success.
This victory puts the team
through to the quarter-fionals of
the competition, in which they
will travel to play Kyles Athletic,
one of the great teams in shinty.
But then of course, Edinburgh
University are now also one of the
great shinty teams.
Tomas Mag Uidhir

All ·in all, a thoroughly
satisfying week for Edinburgh University Squash
Club. Remarkable, isn't it? It
started badly, with Paul Jeffrey winning a total of three
points
against
Dundee·
number one, but from this
admittedly pretty dire start it
got better fast.
Neil Macleod, continuing his
good run of results , proceeded to
reveal the full range of his shots to
demolish the Dundee number
two. Neil, normally a "safe"
player, being prepared to work his
opponent down, displayed previously stifled artistic flair to win
very comfortably. It served the
Dundee player right for telling the
marker that his name was Jahangir!
At number three, Paul Jenkins
maintained his remarkably sporting habit of always allowing his
opponent at least two games, and
normally then allowing him to get
as many points as possible in the
third game. Paul does , however,
normally win in the deciding fifth
game, but unfortunately his sense
of generosity and artistic sense of
theatre were slightly miscalculated and he lost 10-9 in the fifth.
As Dundee had failed to bring a
full team, they had to forfeit their
number five string's match. The
stage was therefore set for Nick
·"Garfield" Blower to display his
prowess. This he proceeded to do

in his customary idiosyncratic
style. Nick has a very unconven-.
tional backswing and a great fondness for hitting the skid beast (a
well nigh unplayable corkscrewing shot which lands deep in the
opposite corner of the court, having hit both side walls, as well as
the front wall) . All together it was
too much for the Dundee man . ·
In the afternoon, flushed by victory-, Edinburgh worked quickly
through the Aberdeen team to
emerge as Scottish Universities
champions. Very satisfactory, but
yes, more is to come, as almost
uniquely the first team won a
match.
Waverley, the unfortunates
propping up the league table,
came to the Pleasance last Wednesday and were defeated 4-1.
"Albatross" White and Kevin
"politics essay" Hart won at four
and five respectively. Kevin is a
fine striker of a squash ball, but i~
a bit slow to move to the front ol
the court. He stuttered to victor)
whilst the "albatross" glided
through, Rick Ford lost at number
three (he is yet to recapture his
form of last term). Uniquely,
Graeme Sellar won at two and
Paul Jeffrey defeated an even
smaller opponent at number one
This run of success is to justify;
night of total excess at the Sport:
Union Ball.
Also ... BUSF squash tourna ment takes place this weekend a·
the Pleasance.
Paul Jeffre3

Sports Union.Ball
.Tonight the Sports Union
Ball, the most prestigous
event of its kind in the University, takes place at the North
British, Hotel. Catering for
around 500 guests from virtually every faculty this is the
highlight of social events in
the Sports Union calendar.
It.must have been quite a daunting task with such a high quality
entry; consider for example the
awards for the mQSt dis~inguished
male and female athletic performance. The nominees include a
number of British champions and
members of British squads. !he
most outstanding club must have
been hard to name with Men's
Hockey , Hare and Hounds ,
Rugby, Fencing, Canoe , SubAqua and Rifle all putting for-

ward records that put them at the
top of their sports nationally and
internationally.
The awards are to be presented
by Professor L. G. Whilby of the
Department of Clinical Chemistry
at the Royal Infirmary, one of the
Sports Union 's Honorary Presidents with a Jong history of service
to university sport. The job of
deciding between the nominations for the various trophies was
undertaken by an Awards Committee last week but the outcome
of their meeting is a well kept SfCret.
No matter who wins the awards
you can be sure of two things: the
winners will most surely have
deserved them and everyone will
applaud them in the best sporting
' traditions before having the best
evening of the year.
Tom Maguire

C·L·U·B C·O·R·N·E·R
Rowing
Scotland's toughest rowing
race was held on Saturday,
over 14 miles on the River
Forth, from South Alloa to
Stirling.
The
Stirling
Marathon is the ultimate test
of fitness, strength and
endurance, of both a physical
and mental nature, in a sport
that is already acknowledged
as one of the most demanding
of all.

Action from Sunday's Superteams competition at the
Pleasance Sports Centre. The tournament was a huge success,
with any one of five teams still holding realistic hopes of victory
coming into the final event, the dreaded gym tests. V~ctory
went to the Tennis Club.
Photo: Paul Hutton

The event attracted over 30
crews from all over the country,
and the near' perfect condictions
produced some very fast times.
The Boat Club was represented
_by four crews, with fine performances coming from the 1st men 's
four and the men's novice four.
The first four were the fastest
Elite four , finishing second overall in a time of 1:07:04. Transportation problems meant that the
crew were late in boating, consequently missing the best of the
rising tide. It was this delay, com-

'bined with a lack of water tram mg
this term - due to the extremely
cold weather - that ultimately
cost the crew the overall title .
Racing in a fine boat for the first
time , the novice four produced
another outstanding performance
to finish in ninth place overall ,
ahead of all the Senior C crews.
Indeed, they might have gone faster , had they not reached the
finish expecting to have to row for
another 30 minutes! The club's
other representatives. a Senior A
coxless pair and a Senior C four ,
did not fare so well , finishing
down the order , having hoped to
cjo better.
The performances of the crews
went a long way to proving that
th<;: club's punishing training
schedule is starting to pay off.
Under the watchful eye of new
club coach Ian White, individual
levels of fitness, strength and
endurance have shown a marked
improvement, and there is every
sign that the 1987 season will be a
successful one at all levels in the
club.
M. Pacher
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A mars a minute is Murder
The Edinburgh University
Hare and Hounds entertained
Heriot-Watt in a return
match last Wednesday. The
course chosen was a two-lap
endurance test along the Hermitage, and we have our own
beloved
captain, Russel
Boyd, to blame for this
masochistic route.
T he race was sponsoreo oy
Mars, or at least should have
been, for reasons that will become
clearer after this short narration
of the ma in events. Representing
the away team, there is always the
chance that one will become
hopelessly lost at the back of the
field, and eventually be stranded·
in no-man 's land without a compass , map, or a change of clothing. Yet on Wednesday it was
the home team rather than the visitors who lost their way.

In all honesty, the Haries did
not produce one of their most
breathtaking performances of the
season. A certain group veered
left instead of ri ght at the main
road, and thus ended up staggering ai mlessly up and clown the
Braid Hills, believing that the
others had either dramatically
dropped out through exhaustion.
or else they themselves had
perhaps , by chance, gone the
wrong way. (The latter proved to
be more accurate than the
former')
Meanwhile, the field of runners
was fast thinning out, due to a variety of complaints, all having
some connection with the killer
dis.:asc exhaustion. Even such
household names as Ian Harkn ess
and John Wright failed to complete the course, which all goes to
prove that even such god-like
figures as these two arc not invincihlc - or even dangcrow, 1
It is of no surprise therefore
that llcriot-Wall dominated the

rae~" (Russel Boyd, BSe, d.n.f.).
As ti turned out, Russel did not
win but there were sound performances from Jan Harkness and
John Wright (who really is a mag.
nificent physical specimen), both
recently back from injury , who
came in 55th and 88th respectively, and also Michael Clarke
back in training after three year;
and searching to regain the eye of
the tiger.

race with Daniel Rudge and Hugh
Shields coming home first and seco n\I respectively. As for the
Ha ries, well, Tom Anderson conti nued to impress with a determi ned run in third place, while the
injury prone, muscular fra me of
Neil "look at my newly fo rmed
muscles" Wallace (perhaps with
the aid of a microscope one might
detect such a growth) stormed
home in fourth position .

Up- front the -race was won by
Falkirk 's
John
Pentecost
although T i;:viotdale Harrier;
took the team prize with five of
the first nine finishers . For mere
mortals though , it was a hard slog
in a fast race on a cold day. The
club now turns all its attention lo
the British students' race at
Be lahouston Park , Glasgow,
where our own Callum Henderson is favourite to recaptu re the
men 's title he won four years ago.
Ladies and gentlemen, Hares and
Ho unds, be there please.
Mike Clarke

But th.e reason why the "big
guns" of the home team had conserved their energy during the
race, was in preparation for the
following event in the King's
Buildings Union bar. A Mars bar
eating competition sends many a
shockwave through the spinal
chord , to say nothing of the
rumbling stomach, and a Haries/
Heriot-Watt head-to-head , or
rather mouth-to-mouth (not literally!) proved to be a very competitive affair.
How can someone consume a
Mars bar in 27 seconds, without
incurring the inevitable after
effects? Is Gordon Steel human?
Surely the Heriot-Watt team have
an alien in their midst! Even the
immortal John Wright had to settle for a sticky time of 34 seconds ,
while Dave Chelsdean of the
Haries was still chewing after
three minutes of jaw-aching exertion. Recording a fast time was
not a very intelligent thing to do ,
because the quickest ten were
then subjected to another round
of gulping. Obviously Mr Steel
had over-exerted himself in the
preliminary stage of the competi tion , for he had no answer to John
Wright's final winning time of 30
seconds dead (though Mr Wright
narrowly avoided death) .
Thus the 25 runners who had
lined up for the start of the race at
3 pm could he seen craw ling out of
the King\ Buildings \Cvcral hours
later. sporting very green face<,
and clutching their stomach\; no

2nd Loss

Russel Boyd, the Haries captain, forever smiling.
passer-by could have possibly mistaken such a miserable looking
bunch for being highly competitivc athletes. The sickly feelin g
lasted for days , playing havoc with
the runners· healthy appetites.

Remarkably, the Haries
were in action again on Saturday for their third race of the

Surely the Hari es will learn
from this ex perience - they mu st
gel into training fo rthwith , to
claim revenge over Heriot-Watt ;
so from now o n a Mars-a-day will
proceed every tra inin g run never again will our stomachs he
humhl cd hy such lowly oppo\ition.
Carl Marston

It was th e final chance ot an outing before the big one - the
British Studen ts Cross Country
Champion\hips th at is. Many of
our at hletes took the opportunity
to rest, but the hardy boys were
there and in a confident mood to
boot. " I feel fit .. I feel strong.
There is no reason on earth why I
shou ld not be able to win thi.

week in the final District
League race at Riccarton.

STUDENT INFORMATION SERVIC
I

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
Listings with reference numbers
can be followed up by going to the
student Accommodation Service
at 30 Buccleuch Place.
Two males or two ·remalt s wanted to
~hare room in Bladct Avenue Oat.
£80.15 month each. Ref. no. 012.
Second yea r female wanted to share
room in Comiston Drive . £ IOO per
month . Rd . no. 027.
ale wanted lo share room in Wc:-.t
Nicolson St. £80 per month. Ref. no .
140.
Fema le wanted to share room in Mar·h mon l fla t. £85 per month . Ref. no .
J49.
'wo fe ma les to share room in Mcuhmon1 fl at. £77 each per month . Ref.
no. 053.
ingle room available in Blackwood
resce nl. £82 pe r mon th. Ref. no. 032.
Male wanted for single room in Currie.

Final )Car or postgradua te \ tudcnt preferred . £'10 pe r month. Ref. no. 033 .
Single room available in Carlton Strcc1
£85 per month . Ref. no . 036 .
Female wanted for single room in Lu11m1
Place. Third or final ye ar student JUdcrred. £110 per month . Ref. no. 037.
Single room available in Warrend er Park
Road . £ llKI per month . Ref. no . 038.
Two single rooms available in Old Dalkeilh Road . £75 each per month . Ref.
no.

0.19.

Female wanted for single room in
Hayfield . £100pcr month . Ref. no. IJ42 .
Female wanted for single room in Dalkeilh Road. £90 per month . Ref. no.
1143.
Single room available for postgrad uate,
MSC or overseas student in South Clerk
Street. £90 per month. Ref. no. !145 .
Single room available fo r female in
Nico lson Square . £100 per month . Ref.
no. (146.
Single room availa ble in Lau r iston Gardens. £120 per month. Ref. no. 047.
Single room available in Liberton . Fina l

., •

\

'

•

or postgraduate s tudent pre ferred. £110
per month . Ref. no. 035.
Single room available in Ha) market.
£93.:13 pe r month. Ref. no. ().18.
Final year student wanted for single
room in Arde n S1rec1. £81.66 pe r
'month . Ref. no . 050.
Male wanted for single room in Scicnncs.
£90 per month . Ref. no. 052 .
l~ourth year male wanted for single room
in Marchmont Road . £100 per month .
Ref. no . 054.
Male or female wanted forl\inglc room in
Scicnncs flat. £80 per month . Ref. no .
1155.
Single room available in Nicolson Street .
£811. 10 per month. Ref. no . 056.
Single room in Central nat availahlc
from the Easter holidays. £79 per
month. Telephone 668 1967 .
Female wanted fo r shared room in University flat. See Mr Smith al the s1udce1
Accommodation Service.

MISCELLANEOUS

ON

A new club is being started for those
inte rested in a ll aspect< of Ch ina, Japan
a nd South East Asia . Keen 10 ge l
involved' All suggesti ons welcomed .
Wat ch this s pace for details of o ur next
mee ting to be adve rti sed in next week's
iss ues o f Student and Midweek.

Last Friday night Edinburgh.
slipped by hapless North Berwick.
with less in league pl ay this season, by 77-56.
Glasgow came to town last
weekend, in what was the biggest
game of the season to thi~ point
for both clubs. Each team entered
the game with only one loss, but
Glasgow utilised supe rior height
to dominate the rebounding on
both ends of the co urt , the key to
their 83-74 win .
Chris Lawrence

Student's classified section is a free
service to readers. We welcome
accommodation, "for sale" and
other small adverts. Ad.erts
should be kept to a maximum of3-0
words and may be handed into the
Student office (first floor, 48 Plea·
sance) or placed in the red Studen
collection boxes in the Teviot
Foyer, Mandela Centre Union
Shop and in A&M Reid grocers in
the KB Centre.

Citroen Visa Super E for sale s hghl
hump . stiff reverse . bu1 0 1hcrwise excellent car. £1 600. 668 1117. Ask for Wi lli a m .
. - - - - - - - -- -- - _ ,
Rucksack for sale, converts 1n10 ovcr1he-s houldcr carrier bag. Made by Cabma~1cr. Used for one month . still in
good conditio!'· Telephone Mark 667
1971 Ext 99 Rm 210.
C hicago commodities futures broker
n_1id-twenti~s , sound of mind , body ,
finances wishes to meet an attractive
intelligent , Scottish woman , in her la t~
teens or twenties. Send a photo of yourse lf and a letter to me. Every letter will
receive a response. Write 10 John, 5320.
North Sheridan Road , ~ 709, Chicago,
Illinois, 60640, USA .

A F'RIOAY f\/ (~HT.... ...
~ f·;;A ~ 1-\f" ll <i" l=t fl JT
\

After opening the second
half of the season with three
consecutive victories, the
Edinburgh Basketball Dukes
fell to university rival Glasgow last Saturday, dropping
their overall record to 18 wins
again~t two losses.

1'1'~ rr@~IREX

and

STUDENT
Student 's editorial offices are al
.48 Pleasance, first floor, pho~;
558I117/8or667 1011ext.4496.
you want to get involved, come
along to the Editorial Meeting 0~
the Section Meetings, all hste
·
or
below. Alternati vely, phone us t
leave a message. If you want_ ~
drop in ads , letters, informa~~
you can use Student boxes in
terrow Shop or Teviot LobbY·
EOITORIAL MEETING
Friday; 1 pm
MUSIC
Wednesday ; 1 pm
ARTS
Thursday; 1.15 pm at
Bannerman's pub .
FEATURES
Wednesday , 1.15 pm
NEWS
Thursday , 1 pm
FILM
WHAT'S ON
SPORTS
111cs
PHOTOGRAPHY, GRAP
Friday; 1.30 pm

I

